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INTRODUCTION
The genus Vltreoscilla Is composed, of gram negative 
apochlorotic, trichome-forming organisms which exhibit a 
distinctive form of motility known as gliding. Although 
such locomotion has been described for procaryotic cells, 
e.g., members of the Myxobacteriales, Beggiatoales, and 
Myxophyceae, neither the gliding mechanism nor the energy 
source for such movement has yet been elucidated.
Since the energy required for most locomotory pheno­
mena is supplied by adenosine triphosphate, it is logical to 
assume that the exergonic energy obtained from the cleavage 
of ATP by adenosine triphosphatase is also responsible for 
priming the mechanisms of gliding. Therefore, the present 
investigation of the adenosine phosphate hydrolases of 
Vitreoscilla was undertaken to determine whether their 
characteristics and distribution were different from those 
of the adenosine phosphate hydrolases of other gliding and 
non-gliding bacteria.
Although electron cytochemistry has not been devel­
oped as a tool in bacterial cytology, it has been extensively 
utilized in eucaryotic investigations to demonstrate the in 
situ location of enzymes. The modification of eucaryotic 
electron histochemical procedures to procaryotic systems 
should enable localization of the adenosine phosphate hydro­
lases in Vltreoscilla. Once the Intracellular position of 
these enzymes is determined, it may be possible to link these 
enzymes to the mechanical processes involved in gliding.
2The information obtained from the study of 
Vltreosoilla and other gliding bacteria should provide 
further understanding of this locomotive phenomenon, parti­
cularly in regard to its energy source, the energy trans­
ferring enzymes, and the site of action of these enzymes.
3LITERATURE REVIEW
The phenomenon of gliding locomotion was defined by
Jarosch (1962) as:
the active movement of an organism in contact with 
a solid substratum where there is neither a visible 
organ responsible for the movement nor a distinct 
change in the shape of the organism.
This general definition was modified to expressly describe 
the motility of the gliding procaryons by Hageage (1963) as:
a comparatively slow, intermittent progression in 
the direction of the longitudinal axis of the 
organism characterized by frequent changes in 
direction, and absence of both obvious cellular 
contractions or well-defined locomotory organs.
This form of motility has been well described in 
certain eucaryotic organisms such as the desmids, amoebae, 
and the diatoms (Jarosch, 1962; Drum, 1966). Most of the 
descriptions of procaryotic gliding that have been published 
concern Osclllatorla. a blue-green alga (Schmid, 1921; 
Weibull, I960; and Jarosch, 1962). This organism's locomo­
tion has been described as a creeping progression with 
oscillations and axial rotation at the forward rate of 2-3 
u/seconds (Burkholder, 193^; Weibull, I960; Jarosch, 1962).
Basically there are two types of gliding bacteria —  
those which flex and those which do not. The Begglatoa and 
the Vitreoscilla are the type which do not show any flexing 
movements when observed on a solid substrate (Pringsheim, 
1951; Breed, 1957; Costerton, Murray and Robinow, 1961; 
Hageage, 1963)* These organisms are thought to be closely 
related to the Myxophyceae, in particular the Osclllatorla
i
I*
(Webster and Hackett, 1966). In fact, the latter authors 
classified these organisms as members of the Gyanophyta, 
even though they demonstrated that the Vltreoscilla lacked 
the type a cytochrome, and possessed instead cytochrome o, 
known to be a common bacterial pigment (Smith, 1961; Webster 
and Hackett, 1966). These two bacterial species are nor­
mally found in highly organic locations in both water and 
soil (Pringsheim, 1951; Hageage, 1963).
The flexing group, which comprises the majority of 
bacterial gliders, consists primarily of the following 
genera: Cytophaga, Myxococcus, Moraxella, Saprosplra, and
Flexlbaoter (Soriano, 19^7; Breed, 1957; Hageage, 1963; 
Soriano and Lewin, 1965). Recently a new type of flexing 
movement called twitching has been described (Lautrop, 1965). 
This locomotion is caused by small, intermittent jerks which 
propel the organism forward at a very slow rate of 1-2 
u/minute, which Is in marked contrast to the 100 u/minute 
speed reported for the Cytophaga (Lautrop, 1965) and the 
10-20 u/minute speed reported for the Vltreoscilla (Hageage,
1963). The Moraxella are reported to be among the twitching 
bacteria, along with several species of Pseudomonas, Flavo- 
bacterlum and the species Bacillus anltratum (Lautrop, 1965). 
This marks the first time that both gliding and flagellar 
motility have been reported in the same organism.
The mechanism of gliding movement has been eluci­
dated for the desmld and the diatom. The former moves by 
secretion of mucilage through pores at one end of the cell
5(Jarosch, 1962), while the latter propels itself "by the 
expansion of a mucoidal, fibrillar mass which is forced 
through cell pores into the raphe (Drum, 1966).
The procaryotic organisms, being many times smaller,
present difficult technical barriers which have thus far 
kept the secret of the gliding mechanism unknown. Basically, 
four theories have been offered.
(1) The osmotic force theory is based on rhythmic 
osmotic pressure changes occurring at different positions 
within each cell which result in periodic swellings or sur­
face waves along the length of the trichome (Burkholder,
1930 Weibull, i960). Observations of cells suspended in 
tiny particles have shown no evidence of any streaming 
caused by expulsion of liquid as a result of osmotic forces 
(Weibull, I960).
(2) The surface tension theory assumes a differen­
tial in surface tension along the length of a cell which
causes the organism to move away from the area of lowest 
surface tension (Burkholder, 193*0. This theory has not 
been refuted but there is virtually no experimental evidence 
in its favor except that non-living, dried cells placed in 
glycerine have been observed moving forward (Burkholder,
193*0 Weibull, i960).
(3) The secretion theory postulates that slime pro­
duced by some gliders moves the cell by being secreted away 
from the direction of movement, thereby pushing the organism 
forward (Weibull, i960). Not all gliding bacteria produce
6slime (Weibull, I960; Costerton, Murray and Robinow, 1961; 
Follett and Webley, 1965), which eliminates this material 
from being the universal cause of gliding motility. Follett 
and Webley (1965) showed that Cytophaga .lohnsonll possessed 
large amounts of exocellular slime, easily demonstrated by 
negative staining the cells with ammonium molybdate.
Recently it has been shown that this "slime" is actually 
lipopolysaccharide fragments of the outer layers of the cell 
wall (Hageage, personal communication). "Slime" content was 
reported to be similar in both motile and non-motile cultures 
of Cytophaga, indicating that slime production and motility 
in this organism are not related (Follett and Webley, 1965)* 
The authors inferred instead that the slime acts as a lubri­
cant for the organism as it travels over the rough substrate.
(^) The contractility theory has the largest number 
of supporters. Bisset (1950) believed that protein fibers 
exist in the wall structure of the Myxobacteria, exerting a 
"muscular activity" which contracts clrcumferentially and 
longitudinally to propel the cell in a linear direction. 
Jarosch (19&2) also hypothesized such movement to be caused 
by submicroscopic wave contraction in fibrils attached to 
the surface of the cell wall which cause locomotion either 
by moving the slime covering or by direct action on the solid 
substrate. Such fibers were observed by Johnson and Baker 
(19^7) in Begglatoa alba.
Graf (1965) reported that Sporocytophaga myxo00c- 
coides and several aquatic strains of Myxobacteria showed
7contractile units in the outer layers of the cell wall. 
Although his micrographs were not of a quality which allowed 
one to observe these fibrillar bundles in the outer layers, 
Graf reported the "contractile" units to be 100-200 mu long 
and 15-20 mu wide. He suggested that the rod-shaped particles 
from these bacteria were the result of the disintegration of 
fibrillar protein present in the outer layers of dead cells. 
The rods, then, were constituents of the cell wall, which in 
the living state were joined together to form a large tubular 
contractile organelle.
Reichenbach (1965) has also reported these rod-shaped 
bodies in the cells of a Myxobacteria species, Archangium 
violaceum. The rods were hollow and often had a tail-like 
appendage which could move out of the core. Reichenbach 
suggested that these particles were either a special phage 
type for the Myxobacteria or a cell organelle analogous to 
the flagella or axial filament of other motile bacteria 
which would cause the organism’s gliding motility.
Similar particles, called "rhapidosomes" by Lewln
(1963) were observed in cultures of Saorosplra grandls. 
Biochemical analysis of purified rhapidosomes revealed these 
particles to be composed of protein and ribonucleic acid in 
a 0.5^ ratio, making them quite unlike the plant viruses 
which they morphologically resemble (Correll and Lewln, 196^). 
Although infectivlty was not demonstrated Correll and Lewin
(1964) believe that these are virus-like particles.
Recently Bradley and Dewar (1966) studied the
8morphology of the bacteriocins —  phage-like particles often 
found without heads which are lethal to infected cells.
These are very similar morphologically to the contractile 
tails of a bacteriophage. The bacteriocins are also very 
much like the type of particle reported by Lewin (19^3). 
Correll and Lewin (1964), Graf (1964), and Reichenbach (1965)* 
being 100-200 mu by 15-20 mu in size. The bacteriocins are 
easily demonstrable via indicator spot tests (Bradley and 
Dewar, 1966), so it would be interesting to see if any of the 
other phage-like particles show this clearing effect in a 
host organism, although preliminary evidence (Correll and 
Lewin, 1964) indicated the "rhapidosomes" from Saprosplra 
were not Infective.
Contractile locomotion has also been postulated 
because of the lack of residual substances in the "track" 
left by gliding organisms (Weibull, i960).
The ultra,structural evidence that supports the 
contractile hypothesis is very slight. The Vitreoscilla 
strains examined by Costerton, Murray and Roblnow (1961) 
show a wall structure composed of an outer dense-light-dense 
membrane, and a dense mucopeptide layer overlying the plasma 
membrane of the cell. The authors noted the only difference 
in the Vitreoscilla cell wall from that of other gram nega­
tives was the accentuated folds in the outer membrane.
These wavy structures were postulated to produce the forces 
necessary to move the cell (Costerton, Murray and Robinow,
1961).
9In addition, no external organelles were -visible; 
however, there was evidence present for an extracellular 
slime, often seen in some of the other gliders. The cell 
membrane showed no marked differentiation into special 
regions which might hypothetically be related to causing 
the gliding locomotion (Costerton, Murray and Robinow, 
1961).
Ryter and Piechaud (1963) examined the ultrastruc­
ture of some Moraxella strains and found their wall struc­
ture to be similar to that of the Vltreoscilla. These 
authors state that because the two walls are similarly con­
structed and that only Vitreoscilla and Moraxella possess 
this wall arrangement, this might be indirect evidence for 
a role in the gliding mechanism.
It has been shown that other gram negative, non­
gliding bacteria also possess the same wavy outer layers in 
their cell wall. Velllonella (Bladen and Mergenhagen, 
1964), Spirillum serpens (Murray, 1963), and Thlobaclllus 
thiooxldans (Mahoney and Edwards, 1966) all have these very 
convoluted outer membranes. Negative-stained whole cells 
of various gram negative bacterial species also support the 
concept of a convoluted surface structure (Zwillenberg,
1964).
Biochemical analysis has correlated the electron 
microscopic pattern with specific chemical complexes. The 
outer wavy layer of the gram negative bacterium has been 
shown to be composed of llpopolysaccharide and lipoprotein,
10
and the underlying dense layer has been shown to be mucopep- 
tide (Weidel, Frank and Martin, I960; Salton, 196^).
The biochemistry of the cell walls of the Vitreo­
scilla has been extensively studied and generally found to 
resemble that of other gram negatives (O'Leary, thesis, 
University of New Hampshire). However, certain chemical 
variations from those previously reported for other bacteria 
were found. Lipid was present in a much higher percentage 
of envelope weight than in other bacteria. In addition, the 
Vltreoscilla envelopes contained low amounts of phosphorus, 
amino sugar, and anthrone sugar, and the protein content 
varied in each strain from 35 to 6H- percent of the envelope's 
weight. The isolated lipopolysaccharide component of the 
cell envelopes also differed from that of other gram negative 
bacteria in that it contained a higher amount of uronic acid, 
lower amount of phosphorus and no O-antigenic side chain 
sugars (O'Leary, thesis, University of New Hampshire).
Fimbriae, or pili —  small, external, rigid filaments 
extending perpendicularly through the cell wall of the 
bacterium —  have been shown to have no relationship to bac­
terial motility (Brinton, 1959; Thornley and Home, 1962). 
Hageage (1963) demonstrated that fimbriae-like structures 
(termed "setae") were present in broth-grown cultures of 
Vltreoscilla and Bacterium anltratum. Although morphologi­
cally similar, they are not fimbriae because of their lack 
of affinity for both animal red blood cells and the mycelium 
of Aspergillus nlger. Because fimbriae are lost on agar
11
cultivation, there can be no relationship to the gliding 
mechanism. Gliding movement of a fimbriated culture of 
Bacterium anltratum could not be demonstrated (Hageage,
1963).
If the contractile theory is indeed the underlying 
mechanism of gliding locomotion, an energy source is needed 
to prime it (Hageage, 1963). The principal source of energy 
in cell metabolic function is the adenosine triphosphate 
molecule (Hacker, 1965; Bernhard, 1966). The latter author 
has found that the energy contained in this compound and in 
other high energy compounds, such as adenosine diphosphate 
(ADP) and carbamyl phosphate, is due to the presence of 
unstable bonds formed by a net positive charge on at least 
three adjacent atoms. Magasanik (1962) has demonstrated 
that these compounds (ATP and ADP) are present in the bac­
terial cell and serve as the energy source of physiological 
function.
The enzymes responsible for the hydrolysis of these 
compounds have been designated adenosine-phosphate hydrolases 
in the Report of the Commission on Enzymes (1961). It was 
the study of eucaryotic adenosine triphosphatases and the 
information obtained concerning these enzymes that was used 
to develop systems for the investigation of the procaryotic 
enzymes. Eucaryotic adenosine triphosphatases have been 
characterized from such sources as plant chloroplasts (Avron,
1962), rat brain (Tanaka and Abood, 196^; Squires, 1965)* 
erythrocyte membranes (Post, Merritt, Kinsolving and Albright,
I
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i960), and mitochondria (Chiga and Plaut, 1959; Watkins, I960; 
Bielawskl and Lehninger, 1966). It Is necessary to report 
some of the essential data on the adenosine triphosphatases 
of eucaryotic motile systems in order to support the idea of 
a motility-related enzyme and allow comparisons to the adeno­
sine triphosphatases of bacteria.
Blair, Perdue, and Green (196^) reported the isola­
tion of a contractile protein from the mitochondria of heart 
muscle which possessed adenosine triphosphatase activity.
It closely resembled actomyosin in that it showed maximal 
activity at pH 6.0 and 8.5» was stimulated by calcium, and 
inhibited by magnesium. The authors suggested that the 
mitochondrial contractile adenosine triphosphatase and 
muscle actomyosin may perform similar functions in their 
separate systems.
Actomyosin is a complex macromolecule made up of 
actin and myosin sub-units, each of which can still be 
broken down further (Mommaerts, 1952; Levy and Koshland,
1959)* Myosin, a complex adenosine triphosphatase, is com­
posed of two sub-units called meromyoslns with molecular 
weights of 96,000 and 232,000, each type being about 500 A 
long, but differing in diameter (Szent-Gyorgyi, 1953)*
These molecules are not all protein, but also contain phos­
pholipids, in one case identified as phosphatidyl choline 
(Kielley and Meyerhof, 1950' Ahmed and Judah, 196^). The 
classical muscle myosin adenosine triphosphatase is acti­
vated by calcium (Friess, 195^; Parker and Gergely, 1961;
13
Kominz, 1965). However, some have been reported to be acti­
vated by potassium and sodium (Bonting, Simon and Hawkins,
1961), while others are activated by magnesium and inhibited 
by calcium (Kielley and Meyerhof, 19^8; Kielley and Meyerhof, 
1950). Kielley and Bradley (1956) and Kominz (I9 6 5 ) showed 
by using mercurial inhibitors that muscle adenosine triphos­
phatase is a sulfhydril enzyme.
Besides eucaryotic muscle systems, several other 
locomotive contractile processes have been shown to involve 
adenosine triphosphatases. Myxomyosin has been isolated 
from a plasmodial extract of the slime mold Physarum polyce- 
phalum (Ts'o, Eggman and Vinograd, 1957)* This elongated 
protein has a molecular weight of several million, exhibits 
a low adenosine triphosphatase activity, and is of a contrac­
tile nature. It remains to be proven whether the enzyme is 
a true adenosine triphosphatase, since it has shown ability 
to bind ATP to its surface. It is inferred that this pro­
tein controls the protoplasmic streaming of this organism.
The adenosine triphosphatases of motor organelles 
have been reviewed by Newton and Kerridge (1965). Evidence 
was presented that the hydrolysis of ATP was associated with 
the motility of cilia, flagella, and sperm tails. Brokaw 
(i960) has shown that the adenosine triphosphatase of 
Chlamydomonas is connected with the activity of this organ­
ism's flagella. The adenosine triphosphatase of the cilia 
of Tetrahymena has been isolated by Gibbons (1966) and called 
"dynein.» This enzyme is protein in nature and consists of
14-
two fractions —  14-S and 30S. Both forms are activated by 
divalent cations, particularly magnesium, and have a high 
specificity for ATP. The approximate size of the larger 
form is 30 A by 4-00 A. The author states that the "dynein" 
enzyme forms the projections located on the outer fibers of 
the cilia and supposedly is important in the energy kinetics 
of cilia contraction.
The motile systems of the Amoeba have been reviewed 
by Wolpert (1965). He reported that the addition of ATP to 
amoebae not only caused a contractile response but also 
stimulated movement. He further observed sliding filaments 
of the ATP-utilizing actin-myosln type in Amoeba proteus and 
proposed that they were the source of the amoeboid motion. 
These fibers are very similar to an actomyosin system found 
in muscle in regard to solubility, hydrolysis of ATP, and 
viscosity changes. Wolpert (1965) pointed out that, although 
similarity to actomyosin of muscle is shown, the contractile 
system of Amoeba species has shown only one type of filament 
on ultrastructural analysis and it is still not clear if this 
filament is the source of this contractile movement.
The adenosine triphosphates of procaryotic organisms 
have not been extensively studied. The following paragraphs 
summarize the results reported from investigations of the 
adenosine triphosphatases of several species of bacteria.
The adenosine triphosphatases of Bacillus megaterlum 
have been reported by Weibull, Greenawalt, and Low (1961) to 
have "a pH optimum of 8.5 at a temperature of 30 C and to be
15
activated by both calcium and magnesium ions at the same 
concentration as the substrate. The enzyme hydrolyzed both 
ATP and ADP but was even more specific for sodium pyrophos­
phate. The authors separated the enzyme into two fractions —  
a ghost fraction and a soluble fraction. The ghosts had a 
specific activity of 0.066 (defined as umoles of Inorganic 
phosphate hydrolyzed per minute per mg of protein), while the 
soluble fraction possessed 0.017 specific activity. Adeno­
sine monophosphate (AMP) was not hydrolyzed by any of the cell 
fractions. It was reported in a second paper (Greenawalt, 
Weibull, and Low, 1961) that possibly two enzymes were 
involved here: an adenosine triphosphatase activated by
magnesium.and inhibited by p-chloromercuribenzoate (pCMB) and 
an enzyme activated by calcium and not inhibited by pCMB.
The authors stated that no role can be assigned to the adeno­
sine triphosphatases of Bacillus megaterlum on the basis of 
their investigations.
Abrams, McNamara, and Johnson (i960) suggested that 
the adenosine triphosphatase of Streptococcus faecalis pre­
sent in the cell membrane may be responsible for controlling 
membrane permeability by an analogy to the previously 
reviewed contractile enzyme found in muscle. The adenosine 
triphosphatase was found in the cell membrane of this 
organism as well as in the soluble fraction, obtained from 
lysis of lysozyme-formed protoplasts; their specific acti­
vities were 0.36 and 0.06, respectively. The enzyme is 
activated by magnesium, has a pH optimum of 7»5» a temperature
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optimum of 37 C, and is most specific for ATP, with much 
less hydrolyzing activity occurring when ADP, AMP, and PP 
are the substrates used. It has since been demonstrated 
(Abrams, 19&5) that the membrane adenosine triphosphatase of 
this organism can be partially purified by washing the iso­
lated membranes seven times with 10“3m MgClg and obtaining 
the solubilized enzyme from the supernatant fraction follow­
ing centrifugation. The molecular weight determined by 
ultracentrifugal analysis was 350,000.
Recently, Abrams and Baron (1967) have shown that 
this solubilized enzyme consists of three sub-units held 
together in a non-covalent association. These authors 
report that on the basis of experimental evidence the three 
sub-units, alpha, beta, and gamma, are each single polypep­
tide chains, and that the alpha sub-unit contains sulfhydril 
groups.
Two marine bacteria, a Pseudomonas and a Cytophaga. 
were investigated by Drapeau and MacLeod (1963) and were 
both found to have magnesium-activated adenosine triphospha­
tases. The optimal magnesium-to-ATP ratio was 1:1, and the 
ionic strength effect adjusted with KC1 or NaCl was optimal 
at a concentration of 0.3 to 0.^. The membrane fraction 
(specific activity 0.09) and the soluble fraction (specific 
activity 0.11) of both organisms were tested at 25 C and the 
optimal pH was shown to be 8.8. The whole cells were not 
tested, nor were the bound and soluble fractions of both 
organisms tested at 37 C for enzyme activity (MacLeod,
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personal communication). The enzymes in both organisms were 
relatively specific for ATP and hydrolyzed only one-half as 
much ADP; no pyrophosphate was hydrolyzed. The authors did 
not attempt to relate the adenosine triphosphatase activity 
to the gliding locomotion exhibited by the marine Cytophaga.
Cole and Hughes (1965) reported an adenosine triphoS' 
phatase in Lactobacillus arabinosus. It is located in the 
’•outer shell*' of the organism and has a pH optimum of 6.2 at 
37 C. This sets it apart from all the other alkaline bac­
terial triphosphatases thus far reported. ATP was the prin­
cipal nucleotide hydrolyzed, but other nucleotide triphos­
phates and diphosphates were also hydrolyzed, at a lesser 
rate. The specific activity for the magnesium-activated 
enzyme was 0.08.
Bacillus stearothermophllus was studied by Militzer 
and Tuttle (1952) and Marsh and Militzer (1956). Its adeno­
sine triphosphatase was found to be magnesium-activated and 
had a pH optimum of 8.5 and a temperature optimum of 60 G. 
The enzyme, partially purified by acetone and ammonium 
sulfate precipitations, showed a specific activity of 0.7»
A manganese-activated adenosine triphosphatase was 
reported in Rhodospirillum rubrum by Base and Gest (1965). 
The authors reported a higher specific activity in the 
soluble fraction..(0.^3) than in the ghost fraction (0.22), 
while both fractions contained about one-half of the total 
hydrolytic activity of the cell lysate.
Hayashi and Uchida (I965) reported a magnesium-
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activated adenosine triphosphatase In Vibrio parahaemolytlcus♦ 
Sodium and potassium were both stimulatory but it appears 
that this effect was due only to an increase in ionic strength.
Voelz (196*0 reported that magnesium stimulated the 
adenosine triphosphatases of Escherichia coll. Bacillus 
cereus. and Myxococcus xanthus. No other data was given.
Voelz and Ortigoza (1967) reported that the adenosine tri­
phosphatase of Myxocoecus xanthus was primarily located in 
the periplasm of the cell, i.e., that space between the 
plasma membrane and the mucopeptide layer in the cell wall.
By reducing the amount of ions present, the enzyme could be 
disassociated from the surface of the plasma membrane, indi­
cating that it is not part of this membrane.
Guarraia and Peck (1967) found an adenosine triphos­
phatase in cell extracts of Desulfovlbrio glgas which was 
magnesium-stimulated at pH optima of 6.5 and 8.0, and 
calcium-activated at only the lower pH optimum. This enzyme 
was stimulated by dinitrophenol, which the authors believe 
may relate it to the oxidative phosphorylation process.
The above review of bacterial adenosine triphospha­
tases demonstrates that they have much in common and, in 
some characteristics, resemble the adenosine triphosphatases 
reported for various eucaryotic cell systems.
No one has attempted to relate the adenosine triphos­
phatases of the gliding organisms to locomotive kinetics. It 
has been reported by Barlow and Blum (1952), deRobertis and 
Peluffo (1951) and Newton and Kerridge (1965) (Newton and
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Kerridge, however, did not run proper controls to insure 
phosphate hydrolysis was due to enzymes in the flagella) 
that bacterial flagella possess adenosine triphosphatase 
activity. DeRobertis and Peluffo (1951) also reported that 
adding the high energy substrate ATP to bacterial flagella 
of Bacillus brevis caused contraction to occur. However, 
no flagellar contractions were observed upon enzymatic 
hydrolysis of ATP by Barlow and Blum (1952) so ATP- 
stimulated flagellar contraction is still a matter of con­
jecture by microbial cytologists.
Adenosine diphosphate hydrolysis has been demon­
strated in a marine Gytophaga (Drapeau and MacLeod, 1963), 
in Lactobacillus arabinosus (Cole and Hughes, 1965), in 
Streptococcus faecalls (Oginsky and Rumbaugh, 1955)* and in 
Vibrio parahaemolytlcus (Hayashi and Uchida, 1965). No 
attempt was made in the above studies to determine whether 
an adenosine diphosphatase or a non-specific adenosine phos­
phate hydrolase was present.
Recently, Neu (1967) reported locating a 5'--nucleo-
j tidase in the periplasm of E. coli. This phosphatase was
i
i cobalt-stimulated and had a molecular weight of 53*000. The
enzyme was active against all 5!-nibo- and deoxyribonucleo-
1
tides. Alkaline phosphatase reagent (p-nitrophenyl phosphate)
i
| was not attacked.
■ Enzymes specific- for the hydrolysis of adenosine
diphosphate in eucaryotic systems have not been reported. 
Nucleotide diphosphatases, resulting in the liberation of
I
inorganic phosphate, have only been reported in a very few 
instances. The following paragraphs summarize the data 
obtained in these investigations.
A uridine diphosphatase was reported by Strominger, 
Heppel and Maxwell (195^) from calf liver. The enzyme also 
hydrolyzed uridine triphosphate (UTP), ATP, and ADP, but at 
a much lesser rate. The enzyme’s role is to produce uridine 
monophosphate (UMP) from uridine diphosphate (UDP) in the 
first of a series of reactions resulting in the dephosphory­
lation of UTP as shown below:
(I) 2 UDP------------ > 2 UMP + 2 P
(II) ATP + UMP---------> ADP + UDP
(III) 2 ADP--- -------- > ATP + AMP
(IV) UTP + AMP  ..... — » UDP + ADP
Sum UTP  >  UMP + 2 P
Plaut (1955) reported an inosine diphosphatase 
isolated from the mitochondria of rat liver. The enzyme is 
activated by magnesium, has an optimal pH of 6.9. and has a 
specific activity of 10.7 after purification. The enzyme did 
not hydrolyze ATP, ADP, or inosine triphosphate. Plaut 
(1955) further suggested a similarity between this enzyme’s 
function and the role described above by Strominger, Heppel 
and Maxwell (1959)•
A non-specific nucleotide pyrophosphatase from 
potatoes which splits the pyrophosphate contained in ADP, 
thiamin pyrophosphate and other nucleotide diphosphates was 
reported by Kornberg and Pricer (1950).
In addition to knowing the biochemical character­
istics of the adenosine phosphate hydrolases, it is important
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to have a knowledge of where the enzymes are located in the 
cell’s physical structure.
There are basically two techniques for studying enzyme 
location in the cell. One is to utilize staining techniques 
in order to visualize the enzyme reaction as it occurs in 
situ. The second is to differentially centrifuge the dis­
rupted cell into cell fractions and test for the enzymes con-
i
tained, (Alexander, 1956; Marr, i960). One of the principal 
problems faced by cytochemists is the categorization of the 
enzyme into its proper physical state; i.e., whether it is 
associated with the particulate or with the cytoplasmic frac­
tion of the cell (Alexander, 1956). Most of the bacterial 
enzymes classified as insoluble or particulate were located 
in the protein component of the cell envelope or membrane 
fraction, i.e., the cell ghost (Alexander, 1956; Mitchell,
1959; Robrish and Marr, 1962).
The method used to disrupt the cell is of extreme 
importance in determining what percent of the enzyme activity 
remains in its proper state (Marr, i960). Mitchell (1959) 
reported, that rough treatment (such as ultrasonic sound) 
caused the solubilization of the amino-acid activating 
enzymes which had previously been identified with the mem­
brane of Bacillus cereus. The same problem has been faced 
by Abrams (1965) with adenosine triphosphatase, and Weimberg 
and Orton (1966) with the invertase and acid phosphatase of 
the yeast Saccharomyces. Originally the enzymes of the 
electron transport system were identified with the cytoplasmic 
fraction of the bacterial cell, but by careful lysis of the cell
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they were shown to he associated with the plasma membrane 
(Marr, i960).
The basic methods used to disrupt the bacterial cell 
include: abrasion, sonic sound, enzyme treatment, and
osmotic disruption (Marr, i960). The latter is reported to 
be superior in preserving enzyme activity (Marr, I960; 
Robrish and Marr, 1962; Neu and Heppel, 1965). This method 
was used to localize the acid phosphatase of Escherichia 
coll in the cell envelope. The osmotic shock released the 
phosphatase, showing it to be situated beneath the mucopep- 
tide layer of the cell wall (Neu and Heppel, 1965). This 
was a modification of the technique of localizing enzymes 
by forming protoplasts —  or spheroplasts, in the case of 
gram negative bacteria (McQuillen, i960) —  whereby lysozyme 
was used to disrupt the mucopeptide layer of the wall 
(Salton, 1958; McQuillen, i960).
Recently enzyme attachment to the membrane or cell 
envelope has been examined (Lampen, 1965; Weimberg and 
Orton, 1966; Wolman and Bubis, 1966). The latter authors 
showed that activation or inhibition by monovalent or diva­
lent cations could indicate whether the enzyme was attached 
to the plasma membrane at a hydrophilic or hydrophobic loca­
tion, thereby demonstrating its position on the llpo-protein 
bimolecular membrane (Murray, 1957; Sjostrand, 1963; Wolman 
and Bubis, 1966).
The in situ Investigation of enzyme positions in 
bacteria requires such minute examination of the cell that
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electron microscopy is necessitated. The use of the electron 
microscope for visualization of enzymes has evolved from 
light microscope studies using specific cytological staining 
procedures (Barrnett and Palade, 1958; Barrnett, 1959)* The 
phosphate localization technique has followed this pattern 
from the original Gomori (1939) procedure which localized 
glycerophosphatase in tissue sections by light microscopy 
(Holt, 1959). Tissue was fixed in 80 percent alcohol before 
being incubated in a medium containing sodium glycerophos­
phate, sodium barbital, and calcium nitrate at pH 9»if'« It 
was then stained for the inorganic phosphate released by 
trapping this with a calcium ion, giving a calcium phos­
phate precipitate. This was converted to a black precipi­
tate by adding either silver nitrate, or a combination of 
cobalt nitrate and ammonium sulfide (Gomori, 1941).
The electron microscope provides considerable advan­
tages in resolving power over the light microscope and con­
sequently allows much greater precision in the localization 
of enzyme sites in the cell (Barrnett and Palade, 1958;
Holt and Hicks, 1962; Pease, 1964). However, electron 
microscopy and histochemistry impart technical barriers which 
are necessary to overcome in order to successfully visualize 
the true enzyme position. These are, briefly: (1) cell fine
structure must survive fixation, embedding, and staining pro­
cedures; (2) the enzyme must retain enough activity to deposit 
the reaction product in a large enough quantity to be visua­




(4) the reaction product must survive the solvent effects of 
dehydration and embedding; (5) the specimen must be extremely 
thin, which imposes sampling problems with whole cells; and 
(6) the staining procedure must be specific for the enzyme 
product (Padykula and Herman, 1955a ; Barrnett and Palade, 
1957; Holt, 1959; Holt and Hicks, 1962; Pease, 1964).
In vitro analyses of adenosine phosphatases have 
been reported earlier and most histochemical investigations 
have taken advantage of these results, using the optimum 
reaction characteristics to provide the reaction specificity 
(Padykula and Herman, 1955a ; Padykula and Herman, 1955b;
Holt, 1959; Holt and Hicks, 1962; Voelz, 1964).
Padykula and Herman (1955B) demonstrated the speci­
ficity of the adenosine triphosphatase of skeletal muscle by 
selective use of inhibitors and activators. Specific histo­
chemical localization was accomplished by inhibiting the 
adenosine triphosphatase with sulfhydril inhibitors, such as 
parachloromercuribenzoate (pCMB), and then reversing the 
inhibition by exposing the tissue to cysteine. In vitro 
biochemical assays demonstrated that alkaline phosphatases 
were inhibited by the presence of a sulfhydril group. There­
fore, the use of cysteine for adenosine triphosphatase acti­
vation increased the reaction specificity by the elimination 
of alkaline phosphatase activity.
Many authors have not attempted to discriminate 
between the nucleoside phosphatases in their systems but 
have simply localized general phosphatase enzymes (Epstein
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and Holt, 1963? Essner, Novikoff and Quintana, 1965; Tooze,
1965).
Osmium tetroxide has been shown to be the best fixa­
tive for the preservation of cellular morphology for electron 
microscopy (Holt and Hicks, 1962). However, it is very 
inhibitory to enzymes because of both the heavy metal it 
contains and its oxidizing ability (Essner, Novikoff and 
Masek, 1958; Holt and Hicks, 1962; Sabatini, Bensch, and 
Barrnett, 1963). This, therefore, has virtually eliminated 
it from being employed as an enzyme fixative in histochemis­
try and has necessitated the development of other suitable 
means of preserving fine structure prior to running enzyme 
reactions (Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett, 1963).
In the classical electron microscopic demonstration 
of phosphatases an improved Gomori*s procedure was used 
(Wachstein and Keisel, 1957)* Hepatic tissue was fixed in 
cold 10 percent formalin containing calcium chloride at pH 
7.2, washed, and placed in an Incubation medium consisting 
of ATP, Trls-maleate buffer, lead nitrate, and magnesium 
chloride. At the end of incubation the tissue was removed, 
washed with distilled water, and prepared for embedding.
Formalin fixation has recently been shown to inhibit 
a large percentage of adenosine triphosphatase activity.
This inhibition has been demonstrated by Holt and Hicks 
(1962), although these authors reported that a A percent 
formalin solution containing 7*5 percent sucrose, buffered 
at pH 7*3» provided more enzyme activity as well as better
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fixation. Moses, Rosenthal, Beaver, and Schuffman (1966) 
reported that 88 percent of the adenosine triphosphatase of 
rat liver was inhibited by a 10 percent formalin solution 
buffered at pH 7*2 with 0.1 M phosphate or cacodylate 
buffer.
Hayashi and Freiman (1966) investigated this forma­
lin effect on various enzyme systems and found that the 
inhibitory effect could be greatly reduced if methanol-free 
formaldehyde was used, with sucrose employed at the optimal 
concentration of 7*2 percent. Further protection for 
myosin adenosine triphosphatase activity was provided by 
incorporating polyphosphates such as ATP, ADP, or sodium 
pyrophosphate into the fixative solution.
Essner, Novikoff and Quintana (1965) studied the 
aldehyde-resistant nucleoside phosphatase activity of rat 
cardiac muscle and reported that h percent formaldehyde 
with one percent calcium chloride gave a better enzyme pre-"' 
servation than did 5 percent glutaraldehyde.
However, many investigators believe glutaraldehyde 
is the better fixative in terms of preserving fine structure 
(Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett, 1963). In addition, it 
allows a moderate adenosine triphosphatase activity to 
remain after fixation. Epstein and Holt (I963) employed 5 
percent glutaraldehyde in a O.O67 M cacodylate buffer at 
pH 7.2 to demonstrate surface enzymes hydrolyzing ATP in 
HeLa cells and Tooze (1965) utilized a one or two percent 
solution of glutaraldehyde in 0.1 cacodylate buffered at
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pH 7*2 to preserve the nucleoside phosphatase activity of 
amphibian and mammalian erythrocytes.
Other fixatives have been used for adenosine triphos­
phatase preservation. Tice and Smith (1965) used hydroxy- 
adipaldehyde to localize myofibrillar adenosine triphospha­
tase, and Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett (I963) utilized the 
same fixative in a comparative study on the effects of 
several different aldehyde fixatives on various animal 
tissue enzymes. Hydroxyadipaldehyde gave poor fixation 
qualities but allowed an intense enzyme reaction.
The other aldehyde fixatives studied that have not 
been already mentioned were glyoxal, crotonaldehyde, pyruvic 
aldehyde, acetaldehyde, acrolein, and methacrolein. Most of 
these were found unsatisfactory, due to either poor fixation 
of the tissue or inhibition of the cellular enzymatic acti­
vity (Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett, 1963).
The best hlstochemical results obtained to date 
resulted from the use of a combination of fixatives. The 
most successful combination has utilized an aldehyde pre­
fixative (usually formalin or glutaraldehyde) prior to 
running the enzymatic reaction, and then an osmium tetroxide 
post-fixation after the completion of the reaction (Epstein 
and Holt, 19&3; Sabatini, Bensch, and Barrnett, 19^3; Otero- 
Vilardebo, Lane and Godman, 1963; Voelz, 196 ;^ Tooze, 1965; 
and Essner, Novikoff and Quintana, 1965). This second 
fixation with osmium tetroxide has resulted in improved 
tissue contrast, cellular fixation, and in some cases, has
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provided the stability necessary for the tissue to withstand 
epoxy embedment which certain aldehydes could not impart 
(Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett, 1963)* This method, with or 
without slight modifications, has worked very satisfactorily 
in localizing the inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed from the 
adenosine phosphates in the following eucaryotic tissues: 
epithelial cells (Otero-Vilardebo, Lane and Godman, 19^3» 
196 ;^ Kaye and Tice, 196^; Mao and Nakao, 1966); liver mito­
chondria and plasma membranes (Essner, Novikoff and Masek, 
1958; Ashworth, Luibel and Steward, 1963; Sabatini, Bensch 
and Barrnett, 1963; Herdson and Kallenback, 1965; Moses, 
Rosenthal, Beaver and Schuffman, 1966); kidney tubule mem­
branes (Spater, Novikoff and Masek, 1962); phagocytes 
(North, 1966); erythrocytes (Tooze, 1965); and HeLa cells 
(Epstein and Holt, 1963; Hartman, 196^).
Muscle, because of the importance of its adenosine 
triphosphatase in the contractile system, has been exten­
sively investigated (deBeyer, deMan and Persijn, 1962; 
Padykula and Gauthier, 1963; Hill, 196 ;^ Essner, Novikoff 
and Quintana, 1965; Tice and Smith, 1965). The enzyme acti­
vity was found associated with both the contractile system 
in the A band and the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The adenosine 
triphosphatase in this latter site is postulated to prime a 
calcium ion pump (Essner, Novikoff and Quintana, 1965).
Finally, another contractile system has been investi­
gated for the localization of adenosine triphosphatase.
Nagano (1965) demonstrated the enzyme on the core fibrilles
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and the outer sheath fibers in the rat.
Voelz (196^), using cytochemical methods, demon­
strated the adenosine triphosphatase activity of Escherichia 
coli B, Bacillus cereus, and Myxococcus xanthus FB. It was 
reported that exposure of the enzymes to the glutaraldehyde 
for up to 30 minutes did not inhibit their activity. The 
cellular fixation was fair but little membrane preservation 
was observed. In S. coll the enzyme was present in the 
cytoplasmic membrane and in the cell wall. In B. cereus it 
was located in the chromatin region, the cytoplasm, and the 
cytoplasmic membrane, but not in the cell wall. Voelz 
reported only cytoplasmic activity in M. xanthus cells. 
Recently Voelz and Ortigoza (1967) demonstrated adenosine 
triphosphatase activity to be external to the cell membrane.
Very few other phosphatase localizations have been 
reported for procaryotic systems. Alkaline phosphatase was 
localized in the cell envelope of Escherichia coll by Done, 
Shorey, Loke and Poliak (1965) anci Kushnarev and 
Smirnova (1965) who, in addition, reported the presence of 
this enzyme in special sacs formed by small evaginations in 
the outer layer of the cell wall.
Recently the use of lead ion has fallen under criti­
cism. It was shown by Rosenthal, Moses, Beaver, and 
Schuffman (1966) that lead ion at a concentration of U- 
umoles hydrolyzed 19.8 percent of 3.7 umoles of ATP in 
glycylglycine buffer. In Tris-maleate buffer at pH 7.2 
only 6.8 percent of the ATP was hydrolyzed. Control tests
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showed 3.5 percent of the ATP was hydrolyzed by factors 
other than lead ion. The authors further demonstrated that 
the non-enzymatic hydrolysis rate increased with increases 
in temperature, pH, and concentration of lead ion. It was 
decreased with lowered concentrations of lead and increased 
concentrations of ATP substrate. The same was shown to be 
true with nucleoside phosphates, such as UTP and ADP. No 
effect was observed with adenosine monophosphate.
Moses, Eosenthal, Beaver and Schuffman (1966) showed 
that lead ion also inhibits 80 percent of the adenosine 
triphosphatase present in rat liver. Because of this, as 
well as the earlier-mentioned aldehyde inhibition, the 
authors believe that much of the remaining activity is due 
to the non-enzymatically hydrolyzed inorganic phosphate 
caused by the presence of lead ion. It was concluded on the 
basis of this data that all lead phosphate localizations 
using the Wachstein and Meisel incubation medium should be 
reexamined, since the published experiments incorporating 
this procedure are now shown to be inconclusive (Moses, 
Rosenthal, Beaver, and Schuffman, 1966; Rosenthal, Moses, 
Beaver, and Schuffman, 1966).
This report did not take into account all the 
published experiments utilizing Wachstein and Meisel1s 
original procedure. Tooze (1965), in demonstrating the 
nucleoside phosphatase activity of erythrocytes, showed 
that the lead ion did not inhibit the phosphatase activity 
nor did it non-enzymatically hydrolyze significant amounts
I
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of phosphate. This information was obtained by eliminating 
the activating ion, magnesium, in the control tubes and 
retaining the substrate. When no magnesium was contained 
in the incubation medium no phosphate hydrolysis occurred. 
This is in contrast to most experiments which simply elimi­
nate the substrate (Wachstein and Meisel, 1957) in control 
preparations.
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MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Organisms. The following organisms were employed in 
this investigation.
1. Vitreoscilla strain UM3 —  provided by Dr. George 
J. Hageage, Jr., who Isolated it from pasture cow dung at the 
University of Maryland in 1961. The method of isolation and 
original maintenance medium have been previously described 
(Hageage, 1963).
2. Vitreoscilla strain LCI —  isolated from cow 
dung in London, Ontario, Canada, in 1961 by Dr. Hageage.
3. Vitreoscilla strain UNH-L —  provided by 
Dr. Hageage who isolated it at the University of New 
Hampshire in 196^ from a pasture cow dung sample.
Vitreoscilla stercorarla —  obtained from the
American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Maryland, and
designated catalog number 15218. The organism was originally
described by Pringsheim (1951) as follows:
Trichomes 1.2-1.5 u wide, sometimes involuted to 
1.8 u of varying length, up to 100 u. They are 
composed of cells, the length of which is from 
about the same as the diameter to 12 u and more.
Growth on nutrient agar luxuriant. Colonies 
spiral, characteristically connected by a fine 
network of trichomes, especially on a less rich 
agar medium. Isolated from cow dung in May 19^6.
5. Flexibacter species —  originally isolated from 
a hay infusion broth at the University of New Hampshire in 
1964 by Dr. Hageage and given the designation UNH-Hay strain. 
It has since been identified as a Flexibacter species by 
Dr. Hageage (personal communication) and reported in the
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literature (Hageage, 1967).
6. Cytophaga .lohnsonnl —  provided for this research 
by Dr. Hageage who obtained the culture from Drs. E. A. C. 
Follett and D. M. Webley of Aberdeen, Scotland. The organism 
has been reported in the literature (Follett and Webley,
1965).
7. Myxocoecus R-100 —  a yellow pigmented glider 
obtained from Dr. Hageage.
8. Escherichia coll B/r^ —  a non-gliding organism 
supplied by Dr. Hageage.
Culture maintenance. All of the above organisms 
were grown on the following medium (designated YAT): 0.157°
(w/v) yeast extract, 2.5't (w/v) sodium acetate, 2.0/ (w/v) 
tryptone, and 0.75/ (w/v) KpHPO^. The pH was automatically 
adjusted to 7* 8-7*9 when one ml of 10/ (w/v) NHi|.0H was added 
to the medium per liter.
All organisms were maintained on 1.5/ agar YAT 
slants at 5 C and transferred every one to two months. In 
addition, 1.5% agar YAT plates incubated at ?J± C were 
routinely transferred every ten days. The method of trans­
fer in both instances was the agar block technique previously 
described by Hageage (1963).
Preparation of cell fractions. The bacteria were 
grown in 2.8 liter Pernbach flasks, each containing one liter 
of the medium described above, minus the agar. Incubation 
was for 2^ hours with continuous shaking. (Due to the 
characteristic of Myxococcus R-100 growing in large spherules
i
3^
which are very difficult to break up, a ^8-hour culture was 
strained through several layers of overlapped gauze. This 
served to remove all large clumps, facilitating spheroplast 
formation and lysis of all cells.) The cells were harvested 
by centrifuging at 3000 x g for ten minutes at k C, washed 
once in 0.05 M Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane- (Tris) 
chloride buffer (pH 8.0) and recentrifuged at J000 x g for 
ten minutes at ^ G. A portion of these packed cells was 
removed and resuspended in 100 ml of 0.05 M Tris-chloride 
buffer at a concentration of 2 mg of protein per ml. This 
was designated the whole-cell fraction. Care was maintained 
at all times during resuspension of packed cell pellets 
because it was demonstrated that rough treatment (i.e., 
mixing 011 a Vortex Junior) caused considerable loss of 
enzymatic activity. The remaining cells of the Vitreoscilla 
strains were resuspended in a lysing solution of 50 to 100 ml 
of 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer at pH 8.0 containing 200 
ug/ml of lysozyme. All other strains were lysed in the 
above buffer and lysozyme but with 2.0 mg/ml ethlenediamlne 
tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) added. All organisms were Incubated 
at room temperature for one to two hours with occasional 
swirling until lysis was complete, as determined by phase- 
contrast microscopy.
The cell lysate was separated, into two cell fractions 
by ultracentrifugation at 80,000 x g for 30 minutes in a #k0 
head of a Spinco model L ultracentrifuge. The supernatant 
liquid or soluble fraction was saved for use in the reaction
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mixture. The pellet was washed once with a 0.001 M Tris- 
chloride buffer (pH 8.0) containing 0.001 M KgClg and recen­
trifuged at 80,000 x g for 30 minutes. The pellet was 
resuspended in 0.001 or 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer at pH 
8.0 and was designated the bound fraction. The three cell 
fractions were adjusted to 1-2 mg of protein per ml by the 
Lowry procedure (Lowry, Rosebrough, Farr, and Randall, 1951) 
for protein determination, with Bovine Serum Albumin 
(Calbiochem) used as the standard. Because the cell frac­
tions were suspended in Tris-chloride buffer, the protein 
standard was also suspended in this buffer, as it causes a 
depression of the color formation in the Lowry procedure.
Assay of enzymatic activity. The enzymatic reaction 
was carried out in a total volume of 1.0 ml in serum tubes 
held in a water bath at the desired temperature. Unless 
otherwise specified, the ATP reaction mixture contained 
0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer (pH 9»0), 5 x 10“3 m MgClg,
5 x 10“3 H ATP, 0.2 M KC1, and 0.5 ml of the appropriate 
cell fraction containing 1.0 mg of protein. The standard 
ADP reaction mixture was similar to that above except that 
0.3 M KG1 and 5 x 10“3 M ADP were substituted for 0.2 M KC1 
and 5 x 10-3 M ATP, respectively. The substrates ATP and 
ADP were each made up with MgClg, and this solution was 
added to the other components in the reaction mixture when 
all solutions had reached temperature equilibrium in the 
water bath. The same procedure was used when other sub­
strates were employed instead of ATP and ADP. After 30
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minutes with occasional shaking, the reaction was stopped by 
adding 1.0 ml of 14$ trichloroacetic acid, and the precipi­
tated protein was removed by centrifugation at 3^00 x S for 
five minutes.
Each series of tests contained controls to correct 
for non-enzymatically hydrolyzed phosphate. Unless otherwise 
mentioned, this included a blank tube containing all compo­
nents except the enzyme fraction and the substrate. The 
second control contained all components with the substrate, 
but no enzyme fraction. The third control contained all 
components with the enzyme fraction but no substrate. These 
controls allowed the reaction to be tested for phosphate ions 
inherent in the test system reagents and glassware, non- 
enzymatically hydrolyzed phosphate from the substrate, and 
inorganic phosphate present in the enzyme fraction, respec­
tively. In addition, a control containing all components of 
the reaction, including enzyme and substrate, with the tri­
chloroacetic acid added immediately was also tested.
Inorganic phosphate assay. The Inorganic phosphate 
released was assayed by using my modification of Potter’s 
technique (Potter, 19^7 )• I used a 1.0$ ammonium molybdate 
solution in acetate buffer and a 1% ascorbic acid solution, 
and the color was allowed to develop for 15 minutes before 
being read in a Klett-Summerson photoelectric colorimeter at 
660 mu. This modification avoided the interference of poly- 
hydrlc alcohols on the molybdate color formation (Allin and 
Matuk, 1966).
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Measurement of pH optima. In determining the effects 
of different pH values, the Tris-chloride buffer was elimi­
nated from the lysing procedure and 0.05 M KC1 was substitu­
ted, since it appears that only the ionic strength is 
critical to the activity of the lysozyme. The pH of the 
lysing solution was carefully monitored and held constant at 
pH 8.0 by adjusting with HC1 and KOH. This substitution 
allowed adequate control of the pH of the reaction by 
adjusting the pH of the Tris-chloride buffer added to the 
reaction mixture.
Ionic strength measurement. The ionic strength was 
determined by measuring the conductivity of the reaction 
mixture containing all components, including the substrate 
and the enzyme fraction, and comparing it with the conducti­
vity of known potassium chloride concentrations. The con­
ductivity was measured on a Thomas Serfass Conductivity 
Bridge Model RCM 15B1. In order to Insure uniform distribu­
tion of the ions, the samples were mixed on a Vortex Junior 
Mixer, Model K-500 J (Scientific Industries, Inc., New York). 
When determining the optimum ionic strength characteristic 
for each particular enzyme, the ionic strength was controlled 
by adding measured amounts of KC1 to the reaction mixture.
The molecular weight determination. This was 
carried out by the method of Chesbro, Stuart, and Burke 
(1966) on Sephadex G75 gel with 0.05 M Tris and 0.05 M KC1 
used to elute the gel. This solution, with 1/10,000 
merthlolate, was allowed to run through the column for 2k
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hours. The standardization was that described by Ghesbro 
et al. (I966). The sample used in this determination was 
the soluble fraction contained in 0.05 M Tris (pH 8.0) and
0.05 M KC1. 'Two ml of this fraction were layered on the top 
of the column. Just before reaching the void volume of iKL.^  
ml, previously determined with blue dextran as described by 
Ghesbro, Stuart, and Burke (1966), the fraction collection 
(LKB BadiRac) was started and l.A ml were collected per 
sample. Approximately 80 fractions were collected. All 
fractions were stored approximately 2^ hours at 5 C until 
enzyme reactions could be run and the inorganic phosphate 
analyzed.
Other enzyme assay methods. The temperature optimum 
was determined by prewarming the appropriate reaction mix­
ture to the desired temperature in a water bath before the 
substrate was added.
The determination of activating ion specificity was 
carried out by substituting the desired ion, employed as the 
chloride, for the 0.005 M MgCl2 in the reaction mixture. All 
ions were tested at 5 x 10“3 m concentrations.
The optimal activating-ion-to-substrate ratio was
I determined by holding the concentration of the substrate con-
I
! stant at 5 x 10“3 ^ varying the concentration of the
j activating ion, magnesium. The desired concentration of
; magnesium was doubled in distilled water, and 0.1 ml was
added to 0.1 ml of a 1 x 10”2 ]\j concentration of substrate 
in the actual reaction tube. In order to decrease the
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experimental error due to the transfer of such a small 
amount of liquid, the other reaction components were pre­
warmed and added to the activating ion-substrate mixture to 
commence the enzymatic reaction.
The substrate specificity of all cell fractions was 
determined by substituting the test substrate for the 
5 x 10”3 M ATP in the standard reaction mixture. For all 
substrates, magnesium was used as the activating ion unless 
otherwise mentioned, and the concentration of both the ion 
and substrate was 5 x 10”3 m.
The rate of inorganic phosphate hydrolysis from 
different substrate concentrations was determined by 
diluting out a stock solution of 5 x 10"^ M substrate con­
taining 5 x 10“2 m MgCl2» This allowed a 1:1 ratio of 
activating ion to substrate to be maintained at all concen­
trations. Using the data from the above experiment, 
Lineweaver-Burke plots were drawn and Michaelis constants 
calculated (Neilands and Stumpf, 1958. Dixon and Webb, 196^).
Effect of wash volume on whole cell enzymatic acti­
vity. A 20-hour culture of Vitreoscilla UM3 was divided 
into six 100 ml aliquots which were centrifuged separately 
at 3000 x g for ten minutes. Each sample was washed with a 
different wash volume of 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer (pH 8.0).
Wash volumes of 100, 66, 33, 10, 5» and 0 ml were 
employed. Samples of each wash liquid were saved, the cell 
pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of 0.05 M Tris-chloride 
buffer (pH 8.0), and all were tested for protein concentration
before being assayed for enzymatic activity.
Effect of trypsin on Vitreoscilla UH3 whole cells.
A 20-hour culture of bacteria was washed once in 0.05 M 
Tris-chloride buffer (pH 8.0), resuspended in the buffer and 
adjusted to a protein concentration of 4.0 mg per ml. Two 
aliquots were prewarmed to 37 G» The first was mixed with 
an equal volume of 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer (pH 8.0) 
containing 20,000 units/ml of trypsin (Mann Research 
Laboratories, New York) which had also been prewarmed to 
37 0. The second tube was mixed with either plain 0.05 M 
Tris-chloride buffer (pH 8.0) or with the trypsin inactivated 
by boiling for 30 minutes. Samples were removed at 0, 1, 5» 
10, 20, 30 minutes and immediately placed in pre-cooled 
serum tubes in an ice bath and centrifuged at 4 G to remove 
cells from the enzyme. All samples were washed once in the 
same volume of cold 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer and resus­
pended in the buffer, giving a final cell protein concentra­
tion of 2.0 mg/ml. All control tubes were treated the same 
as the tubes containing the trypsin. In addition, an 
untreated control (i.e., no incubation at 37 0 or ice bath 
treatment) was tested to determine detrimental effects of 
the experimental procedure.
Effect of aldehyde fixatives on whole cell enzymes. 
The bacteria were grown in YAT medium for 20 hours before 
being harvested and washed with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer 
(pH 7*5) once. Cacodylate buffer was utilized because of 
its recommendation in previous histochemlcal studies
in
(Sabatini, Bensch and Barrnett, 1963). Control tests, 
comparing 0.05 M and 0.1 M concentrations of cacodylate 
buffer (pH 7.5) to the standard 0.05 M Tris buffer, demon­
strated no Inhibition or stimulation of the cell enzymes 
with either concentration of cacodylate buffer.
The cells were resuspended in 0.1 M cacodylate 
buffer (pH 7*5) and the protein concentration was adjusted 
to iJ-.O mg per ml. Two ml of this suspension were added to 
2 ml of a double concentration of aldehyde fixative and 
incubated for five minutes at 25 C. The fixatives were 
contained in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7»5)» The fixed 
cells and control cells (prepared the same, but without a 
fixative) were immediately centrifuged out of the solution 
at 300° x g for ten minutes and washed once in cold 0.1 M 
cacodylate buffer (pH 7»5)» The total exposure time of the 
cells to the aldehyde was therefore approximately 15-20 
minutes. Following the wash step, the cells were placed in
0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer (pH 8.0) and measured for enzy­
matic activity in the standard reaction mixture for each 
particular substrate.
Effect of high energy substrates on motility. YAT 
plates were prepared with a 1% agar base. These were first 
spread with 0.2 ml of a 0.025 M solution of the substrate,
1.e., ATP or ADP, and AMP in 5 x 10“2 M MgCl2 and allowed to 
penetrate the agar for ten minutes at A C. After this 
period the plates were inoculated with a three-hour culture 
of Vltresocilla UM3 by dropping 0.1 ml of the liquid culture
k2
on the plate and spreading it so the cells were evenly dis­
persed. A control plate was also tested in which 5 x 10“^ M 
MgCl2 -^n distilled water was substituted for the high-energy 
substrates. Incubation was at 2k G for up to kQ hours. The 
cells were observed periodically during this time with a 
stereoscopic (American Optical, New York) microscope to 
observe changes in cell numbers and position.
Darkfleld photomicrography. Washed whole cells of 
Vitreoscilla UM3 were diluted in 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer 
(pH 8.0), containing 200 ug/ml of lysozyme and 0.5 M sucrose, 
to the point where a good distribution of cells was obtained 
when under observation. One drop of this suspension was 
placed on a slide coated with a thin layer of 1.0 percent 
Noble agar (Difco). This was covered with a coverslip and 
observed periodically by darkfield microscopy. Photography 
was accomplished with a bellows attachment using Kodak Tri X 
sheet film.
Shadow-casting for electron microscopy. All fixed 
preparations were treated with either 1$ (v/v) formalin or 
1/ (v/v) glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.5)» 
or in 1/ (w/v) OsOlj. in Michaelis buffer. Some preparations, 
such as the soluble and bound fractions of Vitreoscilla UM3, 
were not fixed at all prior to shadowing.
Unless otherwise mentioned, following fixation all 
cells were washed once with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer before 
being applied to a copper grid (200 mesh, E. F. Fullam, Inc., 
New York) coated with 0.175$ (w/v) formvar (E. F. Fullam,
if-3
Inc., New York) originally dissolved in chloroform.
All preparations were shadowed in a Kinney Vacuum 
Evaporator with tungsten oxide prepared by heating tungsten 
wire under atmospheric conditions.
Negative staining. Both fixed (1% formaldehyde or 
glutaraldehyde) and unfixed preparations were stained with 
l-2;t phosphotungstic acid (PTA) (Bradley, 1962) made in dis­
tilled water (pH 5*3)*
Fixation and embedding procedure for electron 
microscopy. Twenty-hour cells were prefixed with 0.1't 
OsOi|, in Mlchaelis buffer, centrifuged and the pellet fixed 
for 1-2 hours in 1$ OsO^ j, in Michaelis buffer. The cells were 
centrifuged out, embedded in 2% Noble agar and then resus­
pended in the same buffered OsOj^ , used previously for 12 
hours. The remainder of the procedure is as described by 
Kellenberger, Ryter, and Sechaud (1958). The above modifi­
cation was developed and passed on to me by Dr. George J. 
Hageage, Jr., as were the procedures used in shadow-casting, 
negative staining, and thin sectioning. The embedding 
medium was Vestopal W (Martin, Jaegar, Vesenaz; Geneve, 
Switzerland).
Thin sections. Thin sections were cut on a Porter- 
Blum Mt-2 Ultramicrotome (Sorvall, Connecticut) with glass 
knives made on a LKB Knifemaker (LKB-Produkter, AB, 
Stockholm). Sections were floated onto water and picked up 
with formvar-coated grids.
Most of the sections were stained with 2% uranyl
Jilt,
acetate in $0% ethanol or saturated uranyl acetate for 
thirty minutes to an hour, followed by a ten- to thirty- 
second secondary stain with lead citrate (Reynolds, 19^3; 
Pease, 1964). Other sections were stained in only the 
uranyl acetate or the lead citrate solutions.
Electron microscope. All preparations were examined 
on an Akashi 80 Tronscope at accelerating voltages of 50 kv 
and 80 kv.
Photography. All micrographs were taken on either 
Kodak high contrast positive 35 mu film or 6.4 x 9*6 cm 
Kodak high contrast plates. All prints were printed on 
Kodak F3 or F4 single weight paper.
Electron cytochemlcal methods for the localization 
of adenosine triphosphatase in Vitreoscilla Ui'i3. The first 
procedure developed was a slight modification of Voelz’s 
procedure used with Escherichia coli, Bacillus cereus, and 
Hyxococcus xanthus (Voelz, 1964), and that of Otero- 
Vilardebo, Lane, and Godman (I963). The modifications made 
were primarily designed to incorporate the optimal condi­
tions previously established by in vitro analysis of the 
enzyme.
The cells were grown in YAT medium at pH 7.8 for 
twenty hours at 25 C. One ml of 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.05 M 
cacodylate buffer (pH 8.0) was added to 9 ml of culture fluid 
and this was centrifuged at 5,000 x g. The cells were 
washed in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer (pH 8.0) at 4 C once, and 
resuspended in 1% glutaraldehyde buffered in 0.05 M
if-5
cacodylate (pH 8.0) for 15 minutes at 25 C. The cells were 
then washed five times in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer (pH 8.0) 
at 4 G. After washing, the cells were suspended in the 
following ATP medium, modified from that of Otero-Vilardebo 
et al. (1963).
A solution was prepared containing 1 x 10” 3 m ATP,
1 x 10~3 M MgCl2, 0.2 M KC1, 0.05 M Tris-maleate buffer (pH 
9*0 ), and 1.0^ Pb(N03)2 (added drop by drop while stirring 
until the medium became slightly cloudy). The solution was 
filtered to remove any cloudiness formed by a lead precipi­
tate. The cells were then added and incubated at 37 0 for 
twenty minutes. The control tube contained distilled water 
substituted for the ATP solution. Following incubation, 
the cells were washed once in cacodylate buffer (pH 8.0) 
and washed again in 0.005 M acetic acid. The cells were 
then washed three more times in distilled water before being 
postflxed in one percent OsO4. in cacodylate buffer (pH 7*2), 
embedded in Noble agar, dehydrated, and embedded as described 
above.
The second procedure for localizing adenosine tri­
phosphatase was a further modification and Improvement of the 
preceding technique. The cells were grown and fixed in 
glutaraldehyde as described in the first procedure. The 
fixed cells were washed two times in 0.05 M cacodylate buffer 
(pH 8.0) at if- C before being incubated in the medium pre­
viously described. The cells were removed from this solution, 
washed once in cacodylate buffer (pH 8.0) and then washed
4-6
a.gain in distilled water. The washed cells were then pre­
pared for embedment as described before.
Chemicals. The following chemicals were employed in 
this research; with significant compounds, the molecular 
weights used are enclosed in parentheses following the com­
pound1 s name. These generally were the molecular weights 
listed by the manufacturer and include waters of hydration.
ATP (596), ADP (536), AMP (446), guanosine triphos­
phate (GTP)(64-3), guanosine diphosphate (GDP)(559). inosine 
triphosphate (ITP)(592), inosine diphosphate (IDP)(535)> 
and p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP)(335) were obtained as 
sodium salts from Sigma. Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri. 
Egg white lysozyme and B-glycerophosphate (3 0 6 ) were also 
obtained from Sigma Chemical Company. Sodium pyrophosphate 
(<446) was obtained from the J. T. Baker Chemical Company,
North Phillipsburg, New Jersey, and Tris buffer (primary 
standard.) and cacodyllc acid were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Lead nitrate, 
cobalt nitrate, phosphotungstic acid, uranyl acetate, tri- 
oxymethylene (paraformaldehyde), and formaldehyde solution 
(4-0;») were also from Fisher Scientific Company. The para­
formaldehyde was converted to formaldehyde by the method 
described by Pease (1964-). The potassium sodium tartrate 
was purchased from Matheson Coleman and Bell, East 
Rutherford, New Jersey. The ethylenediamine tetraacetic 
acid powder (EDTA) was obtained from Baker and Adanson 
Products, Allied Chemical Corporation, New York, New York.
i±7
Glutaraldehyde (25% in H2O ) was obtained from Eastman 
Organic Chemicals, Distillation Product Industries, 
Rochester, New York. This was redistilled at 100 C before 
being employed as a fixative. Also obtained from Eastman 
Organic Chemicals were acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde, and 
acrolein (stabilized with hydroquinone). The glycldalde- 
hyde was provided by Dr. M. Ikawa who originally obtained 




1. Percent activity per fraction and specific 
activity. When the percentages of hydrolytic activity con­
tained in the soluble and bound fractions were compared 
under standard reaction conditions for the hydrolysis of 
ATP and ADP, it was found that the soluble fraction con­
tained more than one-half of the total enzymatic activity 
for both substrates, approximately 70 and 85 percent, 
respectively (Table 1). These percentages varied because 
of different degrees of disassociation of the enzyme and 
cell protein from the spherules formed on lysis of the 
whole cells. This partial disassociation can be seen in 
Figure 9 of the bound cell fraction in which some spherules 
are highly rounded (protein not disassociated) while others 
are flattened and emptied of their cytoplasmic contents.
Total enzymatic activity was equal to the sum- of 
the micromoles of inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed by the 
soluble and bound fractions, obtained from the same cell 
lysate. This total activity consistently represented 110 
percent of the activity in the cell lysate. This cell 
lysate was tested in the same manner as the other cell 
fractions, under standard reaction conditions for each 
particular substrate.
The specific activities in Table 1 show that, for 
ATP hydrolysis, the bound fraction contained more activity
TABLE 1
Comparison of cell fraction enzyme activities of Vitreoscilla UM3 







ATP Bound 30 .016 .006-.030 .213
Soluble 70 .010 .006-.023 .4-67
Whole Cell .020 .003-.060 .94-0




Soluble 85 .080 .050-.134- 3.75
Whole Cell .051 .032-.081 2.4-0
* defined as micromoles of inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed per minute per 
milligram of protein.
** defined as micromoles of inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed per minute per 
gram of whole cells.
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per milligram of protein' than did the soluble fraction. For 
ADP hydrolysis this phenomenon was reversed. The unit acti­
vity, defined as micromoles of inorganic phosphate hydro­
lyzed per minute per gram of whole cells from which the 
fraction was obtained, showed an opposite result in ATP 
hydrolytic activity. This method of expressing the experi­
mental data shows the soluble fraction contains a higher 
amount of activity. This is another expression of the per­
centage of hydrolysis per fraction and basically gives the 
ratio of activity expected to be found in a single cell.
The whole cell fraction contains considerable 
enzymatic activity, especially for the ADP substrate. In 
consideration of the ratio of enzymatic activities, it 
should be pointed out that the specific activity and unit 
activity for ATP hydrolysis in the whole cell fraction are 
higher than either of the other cell fractions added 
together.
The range of the specific activities for all experi­
ments, run under standard conditions, can also be seen in 
Table 1. This represents the highest and lowest specific 
activities obtained for the described components, although 
in some cases considerable differences were obtained.
Figure 1 demonstrates the overwhelming hydrolysis 
of ADP compared to that of ATP. This graph represents the 
amount of phosphate liberated for a period of 30 minutes. 
Also shown is the amount of activity contained in the whole 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the enzyme activities of 
the cell fractions of Vitreoscilla UM3 on ATP (^) and ADP 
(Q) substrates. Conditions were as described in the 
Materials and Methods. I = bound fraction; II = soluble 
fraction; III = whole cell fraction; IV = whole cell wash.
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fraction, as discussed under Materials and Methods. When 
the whole cells were suspended and washed in the buffer, a 
considerably greater proportion of ATP hydrolase was lost 
than ADP hydrolase.
2. Effect of whole cell wash volumes. Variation 
in the amount of whole cell wash liquid employed did not 
result in a significant change in the amount of enzyme 
activity present in the whole cell fraction. The cell 
fractions tested with no wash volume exhibited only one- 
third the activity of the other washed cell fractions. The 
ATP hydrolase activity of the whole cells decreased very 
slightly when the larger wash volumes of 66 and 100 ml 
were employed, as described previously. No significant 
decrease was observed in ADP hydrolase activity.
The wash solutions contained ATP and. ADP hydrolase 
activity, indicating that some of the enzymes were dis­
associated from the cells. Exact amounts of the enzymes 
present are very difficult to assess because of the 
increasing amounts of inorganic phosphate present in the 
wash liquid as the wash volume decreased.
3. Ion activation. Magnesium was the most effec­
tive activating ion of those tested for ATP, ADP, and AMP 
substrates. When Ca++, K*1", and Na+ ions were present in 
the reaction mixture, the amount of hydrolysis was 
extremely low and equal to that obtained in the absence of 
activating ions, with the exceptions noted below. With 
ATP hydrolysis the calcium ions allowed, only 1^ and 15
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percent of the magnesium ion activity in the "bound and 
soluble fractions, respectively. With ADP hydrolysis the 
Ca++ activity was 11 and 30 percent of the Kg++ activity 
in the bound and soluble fractions, respectively.
No activity was obtained with calcium-activated AMP 
hydrolysis. The concentration of the ion being tested was 
kept equal to the concentration of the substrate in all 
experiments.
U-. Effect of varying activating ion concentrations 
on substrate hydrolysis. Because magnesium ion is the 
principal activating ion for the adenosine phosphatases, it 
was used in this experiment to determine the effect of 
varying the concentration of the cation on the enzymatic 
activities. The substrate concentration in these experi­
ments was maintained at 5 x 10"3 K at all times. Figure 2 
illustrates that the optimal activating ion for all sub­
strates and cell fraction was 2.5 x 10“3 H or one-half 
of the concentration used in the standard reaction mixture. 
For all cell fractions the increase in ADP hydrolytic acti­
vity was approximately twice as great as the increase in 
ATP hydrolytic activity. Concentrations of less than 
2.5 x 10“3 m Mg++ were inhibitory for ATP hydrolysis while 
for ADP hydrolysis only concentrations below 1.125 x 10”3 jq 
Mg++ were inhibitory. Concentrations of activating ions 
above 5 x 10”3 h i>ig++ were inhibitory. For all substrates 
and cell fractions the optimal activating ion concentration 
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MOLAR CONCENTRATION OF MAGNESIUM (x 10-3)
Figure 2. Effect of activating ion concentration on 
the hydrolysis of ATP and ADP by cell fractions of Vitreo­
scilla UM3. The reaction was run for 30 minutes under condi­
tions described in Materials and Methods. Symbols: # =
bound fraction with ADP substrate; A  = soluble fraction with 
ADP substrate; Q  = bound fraction with ATP substrate; ^  = 
soluble fraction with ATP substrate.
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5» Effects of pH. The effect of varying the pH of 
the reaction mixture for "both fractions and substrates is 
shown in Table 2. The optimal pH for the hydrolysis of ATP 
and ADP was between 8.5 and 9*5 in the bound and soluble 
fractions with no clear optimum present within this range. 
At pH values below this range, the amount of hydrolysis 
decreased rapidly, while an increase of pH above this range 
caused a slight decrease in enzyme activity.
The fact that the pH values of the bound fraction, 
particularly with the ATP substrate, were lower than were 
normally obtained and expected was unexplainable. It is 
possible that substitution of the KOI for the Tris-chloride 
buffer had a different effect on the disruption and dis­
aggregation of the cell in the presence of lysozyme. The 
chelating effects of the Tris-chloride buffer are possibly 
protective in maintaining enzyme integrity.
6. Effect of ionic strength. Because KC1 was 
found to have no activating effect on the hydrolysis of 
either ATP or ADP, it was used to adjust the ionic strength 
of the reaction mixture. Figure 3 illustrates that both 
the bound and the soluble fractions have optimal ATP hydro­
lysis when the ionic strength is 0.2. In the absence of 
KC1, the ionic strength of the reaction mixture was 0.08, 
which was sufficient to allow the enzyme to obtain near- 
maximal activity. Further increases in ionic strength 
beyond 0.2 inhibited the hydrolysis of ATP.
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Figure 3. Effect of Ionic strength on the hydrolysis 
of ATP and ADP by cell fractions of Vitreoscilla UM3. The 
reaction was run for JO minutes under conditions described in 
the Materials and Methods. Symbols: #  = bound fraction




The effect of pH on the rate of inorganic phosphate 
hydrolysis by cell fractions of Vitreoscilla UM3*
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* values expressed as micromoles of inorganic phosphate 
hydrolyzed in 30 minutes.
ionic strength, with the optimum being 0.3 to 0.5 for the 
soluble fraction and 0.3 for the bound fraction. The effect 
of increasing the ionic strength from 0.08 (no KC1) to 0.3 
was to increase the activity of the enzyme by 100 percent or 
more. Inhibition was not appreciable until after an ionic 
strength of 0.5 had been reached for the soluble fraction.
7. Effect of temperature. Figure 4a shows a strong 
ATP hydrolysis optimum at 37 C for both the bound and the 
soluble fraction, with any increase in temperature above 
this resulting in increased enzyme sensitivity. This graph 
also shows the hydrolysis curves of the two fractions 
crossing; i.e., the soluble fraction possesses a greater 
activity below 30 C than the bound fraction, whereas above 
this temperature the bound fraction has a greater activity.
The relative thermostability of the ADP hydrolyzing 
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Figure h. Effect of temperature on the hydrolysis of ATP and ADP by cell fractions of 
Vitreoscilla UM3* Percent activities are given for the amount of inorganic phosphate 
hydrolyzed, with the optimal hydrolysis for each substrate being designated 100%. Standard 
conditions were used, except that the reaction incubation was stopped at 20 minutes. (A) 
Substrate ATP; 0 =  bound fraction; ^  = soluble fraction. (B) Substrate ADP; 0  = bound 
fraction; = soluble fraction.
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increased beyond the optimum of 55 C, a heavy precipitate 
appeared in the enzyme reaction mixture and the enzymatic 
activity dropped to near zero. In contrast to the ATP curve, 
the bound fraction of the ADP curve never crossed the soluble 
fraction, which is consistent with the data on the specific 
activities.
8. Effect of substrate concentration and calculation 
of the Hichaelis constant. The ratio of Hg++ to the sub­
strate (ATP or ADP) was kept constant at 1:1 at all concen­
trations of the substrate. At 0.00^ M ATP maximal hydrolysis 
was achieved, but because no inhibition was observed at
0.005 H ATP (the concentration of the standard reaction mix­
ture), this molarity was used.. Although the optimal hydro­
lysis of ADP was somewhat greater than a 0.01 M concentration 
of the substrate for both the soluble and bound fractions, 
the standard concentration was maintained at 0.005 M ADP.
Using the above data and relating substrate concen­
tration and velocity (i.e., activity per unit of time), 
Lineweaver-Burke plots were drawn for the enzyme activity 
in the soluble and the bound fractions. Because the calcu­
lation of the Hichaelis constants involves determining the 
Y-intercept and the slope of- the plotted results, the 
Hichaelis constants obtained are accurate only to the degree 
of estimation of the above results. Hichaelis constants 
of 10“3 and 9 x 10“3 were obtained for the hydrolysis of 
ATP and ADP in the soluble fraction and 2 x 10"3 and 
7 x 10“3 in the bound fraction, respectively.
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9. Effect of extended incubation. Figure 5a shows 
that the hydrolysis of ATP over a period of time at 37 C was 
not a smooth zero- or first-order function, but instead con­
tained a definite lag period in the first 30 minutes, after 
which the hydrolysis proceeded much more rapidly, with 
approximately 3 micromoles of phosphate hydrolyzed by both 
cell fractions. The lag period ended when approximately 0.5 
and 0.3 micromoles of inorganic phosphate had been liberated 
by the soluble and bound fractions, respectively. The same 
effect was found when the extended incubation was carried 
out at 25 0. The lag period, lasting approximately 90 
minutes, ended when the amounts of hydrolyzed phosphate 
equalled those stated, above for the two fractions at 37 0.
ADP hydrolysis on extended incubation at 37 0 pro­
ceeded as a normal first-order enzymatic reaction with no 
lag phase (Figure 5b). After completion of the reaction with 
ADP at 2 hours, the soluble and bound fractions had hydro­
lyzed 3.3 and 1.6 micromoles of phosphate, respectively.
10. Effect of different concentrations of protein 
enzyme on the rate of phosphate hydrolysis. The amount of 
phosphate hydrolyzed from both ATP and ADP was proportional 
to the concentration of the cell protein contained in the 
bound and soluble fractions added to the reaction mixture 
within the range of 0.5 to 2.0 mg of protein per test. The 
bound fraction was proportional up to the amount of 2.5 mg 
of protein per test before tapering off occurred for both 












Figure 5» Effect of extended Incubation at 37 C on the hydrolysis of ATP and ADP 
by cell fractions of Vitreoscilla UM3. Percent activities are shown for the amount of 
inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed at each time interval, with the optimal hydrolysis of each 
substrate being designated 100#. The 100# level in Figure 5& represents 3.0 micromoles 
of Inorganic phosphate; in Figure 5b, 3*3 micromoles of Inorganic phosphate. (A) on
Substrate ATP; Q  = bound fraction; = soluble fraction. (B) Substrate ADP; Q  = bound 
fraction; ^  = soluble fraction.
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The rate of substrate hydrolysis was not proportional
to the amount of whole cell protein added to the reaction
mixture. Interestingly, opposite effects were observed when 
ATP and ADP substrates were tested. When ATP was the 
enzyme's substrate, the amount of hydrolysis per mg of whole 
cell protein dropped from 12 micromoles of inorganic phos­
phate at 1.0 mg whole cell protein per test to 3*5 micromoles 
at 0.25 mg of protein per test. However, when ADP was 
employed, the amount of inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed per 
mg of whole cell protein rose from 15 micromoles at one mg
protein per test to 3^ micromoles at 0.25 mg of protein per
test.
11. Molecular weight determination. After a 41.4 
ml void volume was obtained, the ADP enzymatic activity was 
primarily found in the third, fourth, and fifth fractions 
collected, a fact which indicated an enzyme molecular weight 
of approximately 50»000. The ATP activity was not observed 
In any of the fractions collected, showing that it appar­
ently was diluted out in the void volume of the column, 
which indicated a molecular weight in excess of 60,000. How 
much in excess is still unknown.
B. GENERAL STUDIES ON THE ADENOSINE PHOSPHATASES
1. Effect of high energy substrates on gliding 
motility. Observation of the agar plates at varying inter­
vals for up to 48 hours showed a stimulatory effect of the 
high energy substrates on gliding locomotion. With both 
ATP and ADP substrates the cells of Vitreoscilla UM3 were
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observed to move at a faster rate than the control cultures 
containing either AMP or distilled water with MgCl£. There 
was no noticable difference between cells exposed to AMP and 
those exposed to distilled water.
2. Effect of trypsin treatment on the adenosine 
phosphatases. The exposure of Vitreoscilla UM3 whole cells 
to 5*000 units of trypsin per mg of whole cell protein had a 
different effect on the hydrolysis of ATP and ADP substrates. 
Figure 6 shows that after trypsin treatment for up to 30 
minutes approximately 50 percent of the ATP hydrolytic acti­
vity remained, while the corresponding activity for ADP 
hydrolysis was near zero. For both substrates the greatest 
amount of inhibition came in the first few minutes. After 
this initial period the effects of the enzyme were less 
marked and almost paralleled the control cell’s loss of 
enzymatic activity. This gradual decrease in enzymatic 
activity by the control cells is attributed to the inhibi­
tory effects of the experimental procedure, such as heating 
at 37 C for prolonged periods and subsequent exposure to
0 G temperatures for periods of up to 30 minutes.
3. Effect of aldehyde fixatives on the adenosine 
phosphate hydrolases. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of 
seven aldehyde fixatives on the whole cells and their 
adenosine triphosphate hydrolases. Glutaraldehyde and 
acrolein (acrylic aldehyde) were very inhibitory to the 
enzyme at all aldehyde concentrations, causing more than 


















Figure 6. Effect of trypsin on the hydrolysis of 
ATP and ADP by whole cells of Vitreoscilla UM3« The phos­
phate assay was carried out at 37 c for 3° minutes under 
standard reaction conditions. Trypsin treatment (5.000 
units/mg protein) is described in the Materials and Methods. 
Symbols: # =  control cells with ATP; A  = control cells













Figure 7. Effect of aldehydes on the hydrolysis of 
ATP by whole ceils of Vltreoscilla UM3* The whole cells were 
exposed to the aldehydes for a total of 20 minutes. The per­
cent activities are shown for the amount of inorganic phos­
phorus hydrolyzed in ^5 minutes at each percent of aldehyde, 
with 100# hydrolysis representing the amount of Inorganic 
phosphate hydrolyzed by untreated control cells. Symbols;
() = glycldaldehyde; 0 =  crotonaldehyde; ■  = formaldehyde 
(formalin); Q  = acetaldehyde; A  = glutaraldehyde; ^  =
acrolein; X = formaldehyde (methanol-free).
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(which was determined by an unexposed control). The amount 
of inorganic phosphate hydrolyzed by the control was desig­
nated 100 percent in order to compare the effects of the 
different aldehydes at various concentrations. Of all the 
aldehydes tested, glycidaldehyde allowed over 60 percent of 
the enzymatic activity to remain after a 20-minute exposure 
at a 1.0 percent concentration. The use of methanol-free 
formaldehyde (from paraformaldehyde) did not significantly 
decrease enzyme inhibition, compared to the formalin solu­
tion containing a methanol preservative.
The effects of the fixatives were considerably 
different on the hydrolysis of adenosine diphosphate.
Figure 8 shows that at a 1.0> concentration formaldehyde, 
glutaraldehyde and acrolein were very inhibitory, causing 
loss of 80 percent or more of the enzyme's activity. 
Glycidaldehyde again showed very little inhibitory effect, 
as only 10 percent inhibition was demonstrated after expo­
sure of the cells to a 2.0 percent concentration. Acetalde- 
hyde, while greatly inhibiting ATP hydrolysis (90 percent 
inhibition at a 2.0 percent aldehyde concentration), did not 
inhibit the hydrolysis of ADP at all, as can be seen in 
Figure 8. Not shown on this graph is the information that 
acetaldehyde did not inhibit the hydrolysis of ADP up to a 
concentration of 4.0 percent. Higher concentrations were 
not tested.
Following the example of Hayashi and Freiman (1966) 















Figure 8. Effect of aldehydes on the hydrolysis of 
ADP by whole cells of Vltreoscllla UM3. The percent activi­
ties are shown for the amount of inorganic phosphate hydro­
lyzed in 30 minutes at each percent of aldehyde, with 100# 
hydrolysis representing that amount of inorganic phosphate 
hydrolyzed by untreated control cells. Symbols: 0  =
glycidaldehyde; Q  = crotonaldehyde; ^ = formaldehyde 
(formalin); □  = acetaldehyde; = glutaraldehyde; and A  = 
acrolein; X = formaldehyde (methanol-free).
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activity of formaldehyde-fixed adenosine phosphatases was 
examined.
Table 3 shows that utilizing sucrose concentrations 
in 1.% formaldehyde solutions reduced the amount of aldehyde- 
caused inhibition. The optimal concentration of sucrose 
with methanol-free formaldehyde is 8 percent. The formalde­
hyde obtained from a formalin solution allowed only slight 
stimulation of adenosine triphosphatase activity at 8.0$ 
sucrose while ADP hydrolysis was optimal when 2% to k?o 
sucrose was included with the aldehyde. When other alde­
hydes (glycidaldehyde, glutaraldehyde, and crotonaldehyde) 
were tested, the optimal enzymatic activities for both ATP 
and ADP substrates were obtained with 8.0$ sucrose included.
C. SUBSTRATE SPECIFICITY BY CELL FRACTIONS 
OF GLIDING BACTERIA
1. Substrate specificity of the cell fractions of 
Vltreoscllla UM3. Table ^ shows the percentage of substrate 
specificity of the cell fractions with the various phosphate 
substrates tested. The amount of ATP hydrolyzed under stand­
ard reaction conditions was designated 100$; each substrate 
was compared to that standard, using the same standard 
reaction conditions. The striking feature of this table 
is the high amount of ADP hydrolyzing activity found in each 
fraction, an amount which equals up to eightfold the amount 
of phosphate liberated from ATP. Of the other bases tested, 
inosine compounds most closely resembled adenine compounds 
in extent of activity, as would be expected noting their
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TABLE 3
Effect of sucrose on the aldehyde inhibition of 







Formaldehyde ATP 40.0* 31.0 27.0 31.0 42.5
(formalin) ADP 23-7 31.2 41.9 35.5 31.2
Formaldehyde 
(methanol-free)
ATP 32.5 42.9 56.3 60.9 93.0
ADP 12.9 11.9 19.1 22.3 71.0
* The amount of phosphate hydrolyzed from each substrate by 
an untreated control (i.e., no aldehyde fixation) was 
designated 100$. The phosphate hydrolyzed from each sub­
strate by the cells exposed to 1.0# aldehyde containing 
the indicated sucrose concentrations was compared to this 
standard.
slight structural differences. Very little activity was 
obtained from AMP and glycerophosphatet and no activity was 
found with p-nitrophenyl phosphate and pyrophosphate, which 
were used as substrates for alkaline phosphatase and pyro­
phosphatase, respectively. All substrates, except p-nitro- 
phenyl phosphate and glycerophosphate, were tested with Ca++ 
as the activating ion in the reaction mixture, but in all 
cases no significant activating effect was found.
2. Phosphatase patterns in the gliding bacteria. 
Shown in Table 5 are the micromoles of inorganic phosphate 
enzymatically hydrolyzed during 30 minutes of reaction time 
by the bound, soluble and whole cell fractions of seven 
gliding bacteria. Four Vitreoscilla strains were examined 
for phosphatase enzymes. All strains are very similar with
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TABLE A
Percent substrate specificity* by cell fractions of
Vitreoscilla UM3
Substrate Soluble Bound Whole Cells
ATP 100 100 100
ADP 800 250 255





pNPP 0 0 0
PP 0 0 0
GlyP 10 k
* The amount of phosphate hydrolyzed from ATP under standard 
reaction conditions was designated 100;s' for each fraction. 
The phosphate hydrolyzed from each substrate was compared 
to this standard.
respect to the patterns of hydrolysis of the phosphoryl 
substrates with the possible exception of Vitreoscilla 
stercoraria. This organism possessed considerably less ATP 
and ADP hydrolyzing activity in the bound fraction, while 
all other strains showed at least twice as much ADP hydro­
lyzing activity. In all strains of Vitreoscilla the ADP 
hydrolyzing activity in the soluble fraction was at least 
several times as great as the ATP hydrolyzing activity. In 
addition, all strains showed little to no activity with 
adenosine monophosphate, pyrophosphate, and para-nitro- 
phenyl phosphate, indicating no 51-nucleotidase, pyrophos­
phatase, or alkaline phosphatase activity when the reaction 
was being run under the conditions specified in the Materials 
and Methods.
TABLE 5
Substrate specificity* by cell fractions of gliding bacteria
ORGANISM** ATP
BOUND 
ADP AMP PP pNPP ATP
SOLUBLE 
ADP AMP PP pNPP ATP
WHOLE CELLS 
ADP AMP PP pNPP
Vit. UM3 0.48 1.20 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.30 2.40 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.60 1.53 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vit. LGI 0.60 1.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.19 2.19 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.90 2.71 0.02 0.07 0.00
Vit. UNH-L 0.96 1.54 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.82 3.19 0.01 0.06 0.00 1.35 1.68 0.02 0.07 0.02
Vit. ster. 0.30 0.40 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.26 3.10 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.99 1.69 0.01 0.11 0.00
Cyt. .iohn. 1.78 1.04 0.06 0.14 0.00 0.45 3.20 0.02 3.30 0.00 5.62 6.95 3.65 1.25 6.04
Myxo. R-100 0.37 0.20 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.33 2.05 0.55 0.19 0.19 1.62 2.13 1.11 8.25 0.68
Flex. sp. 1.58 1-35 O.56 0.09 0.09 1.67 1.74 0.06 0.72 0.08 10.1 7.05 3-37 2.13 6.90
E. coli*** 7.20 5.60 2.70 1.09 0.49
* The micromoles of phosphate hydrolyzed under standard reaction conditions for JO 
minutes of reaction time.
** Average of at least two separate experiments with each organism.
*** A non-gliding organism used for comparison.
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Cytophaga johnsonii, Myxococcus R-100, and a 
Flexibacter species were also tested for their phosphatase 
patterns. Even without a detailed comparison, it can be 
seen that these organisms possess a different enzyme system 
in all cell fractions than that of the Vitreoscilla strains.
Gytophaga .lohnsonii contained a high amount of 
ADP hydrolyzing activity in the soluble and whole cell 
fractions and also possessed a significant amount of pyro­
phosphatase activity in all fractions. The whole cell 
fraction of the Gytophaga contained very high pNPP and AMP 
hydrolyzing activities, both of which could not be found in 
the other cell fractions. Over-all, the enzyme activities 
were not much greater than in the Vitreoscilla strains, 
except in the whole cell fraction which contained very 
active hydrolases.
Myxocoecus R-100 showed less ADP hydrolyzing acti­
vity in the bound cell fraction than the other gliding 
organisms. The whole cells demonstrated very active hydro­
lysis of pyrophosphate and AMP, which was also evident in 
the soluble cell fraction.
The Flexibacter resembled Gytophaga johnsonll in 
almost all respects except for a rather low ADP hydrolyzing 
activity in the soluble fraction, and a higher adenosine 
triphosphatase activity in the whole cells.
In addition to the above species of gliding bacteria 
a non-glider was tested for its pattern of phosphatase acti­
vities. The Escherichia coli B/r3 strain tested showed a
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correspondence to a Ji2:1 ratio for the hydrolysis of ATP, 
ADP, and AMP, respectively. The whole cells possessed less 
activity for pyrophosphate and alkaline phosphate substrates. 
In addition to adenosine phosphate, other nucleoside phos­
phates were tested. As with Vitreoscilla UM3, E. coll whole 
cells hydrolyzed inosine compounds at approximately the same 
rate as adenosine compounds. Guanosine compounds were hydro­
lyzed at approximately 50 percent of the hydrolysis of adeno­
sine compounds by E. coli whole cells. When calcium was 
used as the activating ion with this non-gliding organism, 
the activity of all substrates tested was reduced about 75 
percent.
D. CYTCLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
1. The bound fraction of Vitreoscilla UM3» This 
fraction was prepared by lysing the cells in 200 ug/ml of 
lysozyme and obtaining the material seGimented at 80,000 
x g per 30 minutes. Figure 9 shows the effect this lysozyme 
has on the dissolution of the cell with eventual lysis after 
approximately one hour of incubation. The whole cells were 
short and^  barrel-shaped before treatment (Figure 9a); after 
15 minutes (Figure 9t>) they had rounded up extensively with 
some condensation of the cytoplasmic contents; after one- 
half hour the cells began to expand and become very dis­
torted, as can be seen in Figure 9z. Ordinarily sucrose was 
omitted from the lysing solution, but here it was included 
in order to slow the rate of conversion to spheroplasts and
7^
Figure 9« The effect of lysozyme on whole cells of
Vitreoscilla UM3« The photomicrographs show a progressive
dissolution of the cell wall with an apparent coalescing of 
the cytoplasmic content of the cell. Darkfield photomicro­
graphy. (x 3.000)
a. 0 minutes incubation
b. 15 minutes incubation
c. 30 minutes incubation
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swelling, to facilitate the photomicrography.
When the bound, cell fraction was diluted approxi­
mately 1 :^ , the fraction appeared as is shown in the tungsten 
oxide shadowed micrograph in Figure 10. The cell envelopes 
generally appeared flattened indicating that the cytoplasmic 
contents had been dissociated and removed during lysis. The 
lysed cell envelopes tended to break up and form small 
spherules about 1/6 of the size of an entire cell. Also seen 
in Figure 10 are two spherules not completely emptied of their 
cytoplasmic contents, even though these bodies are only a 
fragment of a whole cell. When cell envelopes are prepared 
by treating whole cells with ultrasonic sound for 30 seconds 
followed by extensive washings, empty sacs, as seen in 
Figure 11, are obtained which have no morphological resem­
blance to the spherules formed by osmotic lysis.
A negative-stained preparation of the bound fraction 
demonstrating even smaller fragments is seen in Figure 12.
Some of these are very likely fragments of a disrupted cell 
wall and are perhaps lipopolysaccharide components.
Observed in other electron micrographs of the bound 
fractions were long stringy particles which also might repre­
sent a dissolution of the cell wall.
2. The soluble fraction of Vltreoscllla UM3. When 
examined by electron microscopy this fraction appeared quite 
uniform. The micrograph in Figure 13 shows a shadowed pre­
paration of this fraction which was allowed to dry down on 
a formvar-coated grid. Only tiny particles were observed.
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Figure 10. A tungsten oxide shadowed preparation 
of the bound cell fraction of Vitreoscllla UM3« Note the 
many collapsed spherules (CS), and the two whole spherules 
(WS) which still contain cytoplasmic contents. Compare 
the size of these spherules with that of the whole cell 
preparation in Figures 17, 18, and 19. The largest spher­
ule is approximately 2.5 times smaller than a whole cell, 
(x 48,000)
& » * *
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Figure 11. A PTA-stained preparation of 
Vitreosoilla UM3 cell envelopes obtained by sonlflcation. 
Note the apparent hollowness or Mbag" effect, (x 55»000)
1‘a, ,
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Figure 12. A PTA-stained preparation of the 
hound cell fraction of Vltreosollla UM3* This micrograph 
also demonstrates the spherules (S) formed upon cell lysis, 
(x 67,000)

Figure 13* A tungsten oxide shadowed preparation 
of the soluble cell fraction of Vltreoscllla UM3. There 
is a lack of visible structures present in this type of 
preparation. This electron micrograph does, however, 
contain some particles large enough to cast a small 
shadow. The Identification of these small elements with 
cell structure has not been attempted. (x 53*000)
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These particles, when examined by negative-staining, often 
resembled fragments of the extrusions and stringy structures 
seen in micrographs of the bound and whole cell fractions.
No spherules were observed in this fraction.
Also seen in the soluble fraction, as well as in 
the other cell fractions, were small rod-shaped particles 
often possessing a helical core, as seen in Figure 1^. These 
particles seemed to possess fragmented ends and they were 
usually about 50 mu wide and about 200-350 mu long. Appen­
dages were never seen to extrude from the core of the parti­
cles. The whole cells often showed these particles, both 
in a dispersed pattern and clumped in a disorganized arrange­
ment sometimes resembling the outline of a disrupted whole 
cell (Figure 15). All attempted observations of such 
structures in intact cells either by negative-staining, 
shadowing, or thin-sectioning have failed to demonstrate the 
cellular origin of these unidentified particles.
3. The whole cell fraction of Vltreosollla UM3. 
Figure 16 shows a suspension of Vitreoscilla UM3 whole cells 
after having been washed once in 0.05 M Tris buffer (pH 8.0). 
The cells are still attached in trichomes which may reach a 
considerable length. Figures 17 and 18 show two forms of 
extrusions seen in this organism. Figure 17 shows bleb-like 
extrusions which have recently been shown to be lipopoly- 
saccharlde. Figure 18 illustrates long, filamentous appen­
dages of a very fine nature generally extending perpendi­
cularly to the cell wall. Also to be noted in this
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Figure 14-. A high magnification electron micro­
graph showing a rod-like helical cored particle found in 
the soluble cell fraction of Vltreoscilla UM3» The 
dimensions of the particle shown in the above micrograph 
are 50 niu x 350 mu. Shorter particles have been observed. 
Tungsten oxide shadowed. (x 14-0,000)
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Figure 15. An electron micrograph from a tungsten 
oxide shadowed whole cell preparation demonstrating a 
clumping of the rod-like particles shown in Figure 1^.
The formation closely resembles the whole cells in general 




Figure 16. A PTA-stained preparation showing the 
morphology of Vitreoscllla UM3 whole cells. (x 1^,000)
ifA * i ' '
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Figure 17. A PTA-stained preparation of whole 
cells of Vitreoscllla UM3» Note the "barrel-shaped" 
morphology and the bleb-like extrusions (B) seen around 
the periphery of the cells.
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Figure 18. An electron micrograph showing elon­
gated cells of Vitreoscilla UM3» In addition to the size 
variability often observed in this genus, the cells show 
small, thin fibers (F) radiating from the cell surface. 
Tungsten oxide shadowed. (x 29,000)
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micrograph is the difference often seen in cell length -- 
one cell being rather filamentous while the other is much 
shorter, resembling those in Figures 16, 17, and 18. Figure 
19 demonstrates the unevenness of the outer layers of the 
cell wall which is not apparent from the micrographs in 
Figures 16, 17, and 18. The surface of the cell appears to 
be highly convoluted and quite wavy. The cells that are 
negatively-stained in Figures 17 and 19 were not washed with 
the Tris-chloride buffer prior to examination but were 
obtained directly from a YAT agar medium. If this procedure 
is not followed and the cells are broth-grown and/or washed 
with buffer, fewer extrusions and blebs are observed.
4. A comparison of the whole cell morphology of the 
gliding bacteria used in this study. Figure 20 illustrates 
that Vitreoscllla LCI has the approximate surface morphology 
that strain UM3 possesses. This organism does seem, however, 
to contain many more of the bleb-like extrusions that are so 
characteristic of some gliders. The surface structure is 
typically gram negative with its convoluted pattern. When 
Vitreoscllla UNH-L was examined by the negative staining 
technique it was identical to the Vitreoscllla LCI in whole 
cell morphology, both in surface patterns and in the type 
and number of extrusions.
Figure 21 is an enlarged micrograph of Vitreoscllla 
stercoraria showing a very unique fibrous wave-like surface 
structure running along the edge of the negative-stained 
cell* This fiber is visible on two separate cells, but it
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Figure 19* An electron micrograph showing two 
negative-stained (PTA, 1*5%* pH 5*3) whole cells obtained 
from a two-day YAT agar culture of Vitreoscllla UM3« The 
cell surface can be seen as a highly convoluted structure, 
(x 59,000)
4
Figure 20. A PTA-stained preparation of 
Vitreosoilla LCI showing both the cell "barrel-shaped" 
morphology and the bleb-like extrusions (B) along the 
cell periphery. (x ^6,000)

Figure 21. A high magnification electron micro­
graph showing PTA-stained whole cells of Vitreoscilla 
stercorarla (ATCC #15218). Note the wavy fiber (F) 
running along the edge of the cell. (x 115t000)
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Is impossible to state whether the fiber is continuous on the 
length of the trichome. The very large wave seems to enclose 
a circular particle but appears to be separate from it. Some 
evidence of a similar arrangement can be seen on the opposite 
side of the cells shown. This preparation was obtained by 
directly removing whole cells from a YAT agar plate and sus­
pending them in 0.05 M Tris-chloride buffer and placing this 
unwashed solution directly upon a formvar-coated grid. Other­
wise the morphology is very similar to the other Vitreoscilla 
strains.
Figure 22 illustrates the characteristic bleb-like 
extrusions found in Flexlbacter previously demonstrated by 
Hageage (1967). These are quite unlike the smaller, more 
rounded blebs seen in the Vitreoscilla strains.
Myxococcus R-100 did not show these long extrusions 
but did possess smaller rounded blebs similar to those 
observed around the periphery of the Vitreoscilla strains.
The morphology of the cell surface was considerably different 
in that it appeared, in Figure 23, to be covered with a cross 
network of strings, giving the exposed surface of the cell a 
fibrous appearance. Some of these strings can be observed to 
extend out from the cell's surface. These fibers are more 
evident in Figure 2^, which shows a negative-stained whole 
cell undergoing partial decomposition of its cell wall.
Several very unique structures become apparent in this micro­
graph. First, there appear to be simple fibers which may or 
may not be composed of more than one fibril. One such fiber
Figure 22. A PTA-stained preparation of a whole 
cell of Flexibacter species. This YAT agar grown cell 
appeared smaller but more elongated than the Vitreoscilla 
strains. Note also the extrusions (E) from the cell wall 




Figure 23» An electron micrograph showing a whole 
cell of Myxococcus R-100. This elongated organism also 
possesses extrusions radiating from the cell's surface.
Note the apparent crossweave of fibers (F) through the 
middle two-thirds of the cell. The ends of the bacterium's 
surface are covered with a more amorphous substance in a 




Figure 24. A PTA-stained preparation of a 
partially degraded whole cell of Myxococcus R-100. This 
electron micrograph shows several interesting structures. 
Fibers appear throughout the micrograph and in a few 
locations it appears as if these are twisted together. 
Just below the cell is a fiber which can be seen 
untwisting from a helix. Above the cell, beads are 
apparent in a fibrous string. Also to be noted are the 
wavy extrusions from the cell in the form of amorphous 
blebs and the many electron transparent areas remaining 
in the partially degraded cell. This organism was also 
obtained from a two-day YAT agar culture. (TF) Twisted 
fibers. (B) Beads. (TA) Transparent areas. (x 32,000)
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can be seen to be uncoiling from an apparent helical twist. 
In addition, there appear to be more complex fibers con­
taining at odd intervals circular blebs which appear to be 
formed by a fiber splitting and enclosing a different opaque 
material. One such bleb can also be seen separate from any 
fiber attachment. Along with these unique structures there 
are many rounded fragments which are probably decomposed 
wall fragments. The exposed cell offers an interesting 
problem in interpreting the many electron-transparent 
"spots" which seem to dot its surface. Such structures 
were not unique in this preparation and this micrograph is 
very representative of the morphology of a large percentage 
of the cells in this culture.
5* The ultrastructure of Vitreoscilla UM3. The 
cells shown in Figure 25 were prepared using a modification 
of Kellenberger1s procedure for cell fixation and embedment. 
These cells have been sectioned and doubly stained with 
uranyl acetate and lead citrate. The cell envelope ultra­
structure is similar to the typical gram negative bacterium, 
as there is a cell membrane and a multilayered wall. In 
Figures 26 and 27 the outer layers of the cell wall can be 
seen to consist of a dense-light-dense pattern forming a 
characteristic outer wavy membrane. The approximate width 
of this outer membrane is 95 A. Internal to this outer 
layer is a dense single layer of approximately 30 A width, 
which has been previously identified in gram negative 
organisms as the mucopeptide layer or R layer, which is
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Figure 25» A thin section of Vitreoscilla UM3 
prepared by a modified Kellenberger*s procedure and 
embedded in Vestopal W. Cells show a multilayered cell 
wall, dense-light-dense cell membrane, characteristic 
ribosomal cytoplasm, and fibrillar chromatin area. Note 
lack of organelles on the cell, but there is a sectioned 
bleb on the lower side of the longitudinally sectioned 
cell. Sections stained with 2% uranyl acetate in 50% 
ethanol. (CW) Cell wall. (CM) Cell membrane. (Ch) 
Chromatin. (B) Bleb. (Cyt) Cytoplasm. (x 59*000)
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Figure 26. A thin section of Vitreoscilla UM3 
showing the five-dense-layered cell envelope. A wavy 
dense-light-dense outer membrane is visible just exterior 
to the heavy-dense mucopeptide layer. These structures are 
situated outside of the cell membrane, seen here as a thin 
dense-light-dense layer enclosing the cytoplasm.  ^This 
section was stained with 2% uranyl acetate in 50% ethanol 
followed by Reynold’s lead citrate stain. (OM) Outer mem­
brane. (M) Mucopeptide. (CM) Cell membrane. (x 1^0,000)
Figure 27* A cross-section of Vitreoscilla UM3 
demonstrating the elasticity of the outer membrane of this 
organism. The mucopeptide single dense layer can be seen 
beneath this expanded structure as a tight band outside 
the cell membrane. The cell membrane is clearly visible 
in several places. Note the densely stained area within 
the chromatin structure. Stained with 2% uranyl acetate 
in $0% ethanol followed by Reynold’s lead citrate stain. 




responsible for maintaining cellular integrity. In Figure 
26 this layer can be seen extending around the cell, resem­
bling a thin belt. This layer is also plainly evident in 
Figure 27 where a bleb, formed by the outer membrane, has 
left a portion of this rigid layer exposed. It is inter­
esting to note that when these blebs were observed the 
mucopeptide layer was not part of the extrusion; instead it 
was generally found close by the inner cell membrane. The 
mucopeptide was located just exterior to the cell membrane, 
but generally an electron transparent space lay between the 
two structures. This can readily be seen in all three 
figures, 25, 26, and 27* rIhe cell membrane is clearly 
visible in Figure 26 and sections of Figure 27* It is a 
dense-light-dense pattern with an approximate width of 
125 A. The cell membrane did not seem to form mesosomes 
or intracellular organelles in any of the thin sections of 
Vitreoscilla UM3 that were observed.
The blebs seen in the longitudinally sectioned 
cell in Figure 25 and the cell in Figure 27 appear to be 
the same structures seen in the micrographs of negative- 
stained whole cells (Figures 17, 19, and 20).
The cytoplasm appeared very characteristic with no 
inclusions present of any sort. The cell's chromatin area 
stained typically electron transparent when prepared with 
Kellenberger's fixative. Thin dense fibers can be seen 
running through the chromatin area, as is typical for the 
gram negative bacterium. Although not shown here, it was
t
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observed that a septum is formed prior to completion of cell 
division. The resolution of my micrographs was not suffi­
cient to determine whether or not the septum was composed of 
a membrane plus a mucopeptide component as reported by Steed 
and Murray (1966) or was just an extension of the plasma 
membrane.
Figure 27 demonstrates another phenomenon often seen 
in thin sections of these cells. Within the chromatin body 
a densely stained area appears. Close examination of the 
staining reaction of this apparent inclusion indicates that 
it is probably a core of cytoplasm because the granularity 
is very similar to the surrounding cytoplasm. This arrange­
ment may represent a folding of the chromatin area or a 
hollowing formed during the division process.
E. CYTOCHEMISTRY
1. The cytochemical localization of the adenosine 
triphosphatase in Vitreoscllla UM3. The lead phosphate 
localization of the adenosine triphosphatase is shown in 
Figures 28, 29» and 30* These figures represent the second 
procedure described in the Materials and Methods. The lead 
precipitates were generally located in the cell envelope 
(Figure 28), although some activity was observed in the 
cytoplasm of all cell preparations. The enzyme appears to 
be situated directly in the cell envelope, as can be seen 
in Figures 29 and 30* Figure 30 indicates that the enzyme 
is located in the periplasm of the cell envelope, i.e., that 
space between the membrane and the mucopeptide layer. Very
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Figure 28. An electron micrograph showing the 
cytochemical localization of adenosine triphosphatase by 
the lead phosphate precipitation technique (see Materials 
and Methods —  procedure #2). This thin section of 
Vltreoscllla UM3 shows the heaviest concentration of the 
hydrolyzed phosphate present in the cell envelope of the 
organism. Lead phosphate precipitates are also visible 
throughout the cytoplasm of the cell. This section was 




Figure 29. The cytochemical localization of 
adenosine triphosphatase in a thin section of Vitreoscilla 
UM3» The procedure (#2) is described in Materials and 
Methods. The enzyme is localized in the cytoplasm, cell 
membrane, and outer layers of the cell wall. Post-stained 




Figure 30. Cytochemical localization of adenosine 
triphosphatase in a thin section of Vitreoscilla UM3 cells. 
The cell on the right has lysed leaving behind its cell 
envelope. Note the lead phosphate granules present in the 
space between the cell membrane and the outer layers of 
the wall. Not poststained. (LP) Lead phosphate granules, 
(x 62,000)
Figure 31. An electron micrograph showing the 
localization of adenosine triphosphatase in Vitreoscilla 
UM3. Note the appearance of lead precipitate both in the 
cell envelope and on the bleb formed by the outer layers 
of the wall. The chromatin area (electron transparent) 
shows no distinct lead phosphate granules. Poststained 




little lead precipitate was observed directly 011 the outside 
of the visible wall layers, indicating that the enzyme must 
not be located directly on the outer surface. Due to inade­
quate resolution because of poor fixation, the presence of 
the enzyme directly on the membrane surface was not ascer­
tained. It would appear from Figure that some of the 
enzyme is located within the otiter layers of the cell wall. 
Some small dots of lead precipitate are visible in areas 
along the expended bleb. This was also observed in Figure 
29.
The chromatin area of the cell did not contain any 
activity, as is represented by the cell in Figure 31* No 
bacteria in any preparation showed enzyme activity in this 
region.
When the cells were prepared by the first procedure 
described in the Materials and Methods, the result was to 
obtain micrographs like those shown in Figure 32. The 
enzyme again was not located in the chromatin area. This 
technique was considered unsatisfactory due to the apparent 
coalescing effect by the lead precipitates. As seen in 
Figure 32, the lead granules are rounded and progress in 
size from very small particles to quite large spherical 
precipitates. The procedure apparently allowed the lead 
ions to migrate within the cytoplasm and join together to 
form these large granules which, then, do not represent in 
situ positions of the enzyme.
In addition to these granule artifacts, it was
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Figure 32. The cytochemical localization of 
adenosine triphosphatase "by procedure #1 as described in 
the Materials and Methods. This thin section of Vitreo­
scilla UM3 demonstrates the coalescing effect of this 
technique on the lead phosphate causing it to form gran­
ules of varying sizes. Note also the absence of lead 
phosphate precipitates in the envelope region of the 
bacterium. The section was post-stained in 2% uranyl 




generally observed, that the enzyme was absent from the cell 
envelope (Figure 32). When the procedure was altered from 
the total of 20 centrifugations per preparation to the 9 
centrifugations necessary in the first procedure described, 
the enzymatic activity correspondingly increased in the cell 
envelope.
Complete migration of all precipitated lead phos­
phate to the cell envelope or to the first solid surface 
upon which the lead could accumulate occurred when the cells 
were not prefixed with glutaraldehyde (Figure 33)* In addi­
tion, the activity, as could be expected, was much greater 
than when the aldehyde fixative was employed.
Lead granules of similar size to those in the ATP- 
treated cells were not observed in cells incubated in the 
control solutions. The very small granules observed in the 
cells in Figures 3^ and 35 are due to the staining procedure, 
the osmium tetroxide, and the residual phosphate present in 
the cells’ intracellular pool of inorganic ions. Note that 
the bleb formed by the outer layers of the cell wall in 
Figure 35 shows no lead phosphate granules.
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Figure 33. An electron micrograph showing the 
result of no prefixation with glutaraldehyde in the pro­
cedure for the localization of adenosine triphosphatase as 
described in the Materials and Methods. The cell shows 
poor fixation evidenced by the absence of distinct struc­
tures seen in normal cells, and by the migration of the 
precipitated lead phosphate to the cell’s periphery. (LP) 
Lead phosphate granules. (x 80,000)
.“MSS
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Figure 3^» An electron micrograph of a Vitreoscilla 
UM3 cell incubated without ATP present (see procedure #2 in 
the Materials and Methods). This control cell shows no 
significant lead phosphate granules in its cytoplasm or cell 
envelope. Section poststained in 2$ uranyl acetate in 50$ 
ethanol. (x 70,000)
Figure 35* An electron micrograph of Vitreoscilla 
UM3 incubated in the adenosine triphosphatase medium 
described in the Materials and Methods, but without the 
ATP. Again no lead phosphate precipitates are present in 






Previous studies with ‘bacterial adenosine triphos­
phatases have been reported in terms of phosphate hydrolyzed 
by membrane (Abrams, McNamara and Johnson, I960; Drapeau 
and MacLeod, 1963), ghost (Weibull, Greenawalt and Low,
1961), outer shell (Cole and Hughes, 1964), and cytoplasmic 
fractions (Abrams, McNamara and Johnson, i960; Drapeau and 
MacLeod, 1963). Prom our experience these fraction designa­
tions do not accurately represent the localization of the 
enzyme in Vitreoscilla. The terms bound, soluble, and whole 
cell are more accurate because these represent the physical 
condition and location of the enzyme when it is being 
assayed and not as it is in vivo. When lysozyme-treated 
cells were sonic-treated for 10 seconds, less ATP- and ADP- 
hydrolyzing activity was found in the bound fraction than 
in the soluble fraction. The same result was also observed 
after multiple washings, indicating an unstable bonding of 
the enzyme or enzyme particle to the surface of the cell 
envelope. This instability, In turn, indicates that the 
artificial soluble state, imposed by the conditions of pre­
paration, contains enzymes that in the in vivo state were 
associated with the cell envelope. Such a solubilization of 
a membrane or cell-bound adenosine phosphatase has also been 
reported for Streptococcus faecalls (Abrams, 19&5, 1967). 
Only Voelz (196 ,^ 1967), using histochemical electron 
microscopy, has approached actual conditions with an in situ
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investigation of the cellular localization of adenosine tri­
phosphatase in several bacteria.
Figures 1 to 5 show marked differences between the 
enzymes located in the bound and soluble fractions with 
respect to the amount of phosphate they hydrolyze and in 
their response to varying experimental conditions. This is 
due to different amounts of enzyme per milligram of protein 
in the two fractions and to the difference imposed by the 
in vitro separation of the enzyme into bound and soluble 
physical states.
The range of specific activities, seen in Table 1, 
is considerable in some cases. This is probably because 
the methods and techniques used in preparing and assaying 
for the enzymatic activities often result in denaturation 
or inhibition of the enzymes.
Of the bacteria studied with respect to adenosine 
triphosphatases, only the marine Gytophaga (Drapeau and 
MacLeod, 1963) and the Vitreoscilla possessed the ability 
to glide as their means of locomotion. When all available 
characteristics are considered, the adenosine triphosphatases 
of Vitreoscilla and Gytophaga do not differ significantly 
from those of nongliding bacteria.
The specific activities reported for other bacterial 
adenosine triphosphatases, ranging from 0.01 to 0.36 
(Abrams, McNamara and Johnson, i960; Weibull, Greenawalt and 
Low, 1961), are often higher than the 0.010 to 0.020 values 
for Vitreoscilla UM3 (Table 1). However, the specific
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activity of the bound fraction of Vitreoscilla UM3 is higher 
than that of the soluble fraction, thus resembling all other 
reported bacterial adenosine triphosphatases tested at 37 C 
(Figure ^a). Drapeau and MacLeod (1963) reported that the 
specific activities of the cytoplasmic fraction of a strain 
of Gytophaga and Pseudomonas were higher than the membrane 
fraction. When Vitreoscilla strain LGI was tested at 25 C, 
similar results were obtained.
The hydrolysis of both ATP and ADP is stimulated by 
as are all bacterial adenosine triphosphatases. As 
reported in the Results, our enzymes were not directly 
stimulated by Ca**, K+, or Na+ . Originally, addition of 
Na+ or K+ was found to be stimulatory to the reaction, but 
this was due to the effect of ionic strength (Figure 3)«
The same effect was found in membrane fractions of the marine 
Cytophaga, which was reported to have an optimal ionic 
strength concentration of 0.3 to 0.^4- (Drapeau and MacLeod, 
1963).
The optimal temperature of our ATP hydrolase is 
37 G, as is that for B. megaterium (Weibull, Greenawalt and 
Low, 1961), S. faecalis (Abrams, McNamara and Johnson, i960), 
and L. arabinosus (Cole and Hughes, 196*4-). The temperature 
utilized in the study of the ATP hydrolase of Gytophaga and 
Pseudomonas (Drapeau and MacLeod, 1963) was ^5 C, but no 
mention was made about it being the optimal temperature for 
the enzyme. Marsh and Militzer (1956) reported an adenosine 
triphosphatase from a thermophilic bacterium with an optimal
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temperature of 60 G. The hydrolysis of ADP is optimal at 
55 c in Vitreoscilla UM3; however, since the organism does 
not grow well at temperatures above 3? C, there is no rela­
tion here to a thermophilic state.
The pH optimum, 8.5 to 9*5, corresponds to that 
reported for most bacterial adenosine triphosphatases 
(Marsh and Militzer, 1956; Weibull, Greenawalt and Low,
1961; Drapeau and MacLeod, 1963; Hayashi and Uchida, 1965). 
but is considerably higher than the pH 6.8 reported for 
L. arabinosus and the pH 7.5 for S. faecalis (Abrams, 
McNamara and Johnson, I96O; Cole and Hughes, 196^).
When the data for the specificities of the cell 
fractions were obtained, the problem arose of determining 
whether or not two enzymes were present —  an adenosine 
triphosphatase and an adenosine diphosphatase, or a non­
specific adenosine phosphatase. The problem again pre­
sented itself when incubation of the reaction mixture for 
an extended time during ATP hydrolysis indicated that some 
abnormal phenomenon was occurring (Figure 5s.). The high 
ADP hydrolysis explained the lag period in the time curve 
at 37 C. Since ATP was hydrolyzed to ADP in the reaction 
mixture, it was probably supplying ADP to be cleaved to AMP 
with the liberation of another inorganic phosphate. What 
is represented in the first few minutes of the time curve, 
then, is the hydrolysis of ATP to ADP. When the concentra­
tion of ADP was increased to a sufficient level (0.3 and 0.5 
umoles for the bound and soluble fractions, respectively),
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it was hydrolyzed to AMP, and more inorganic phosphate was 
measured than expected.
The characteristics described in the Results for the 
hydrolysis of ATP and ADP were markedly different with 
respect to the temperature optima, the various ionic 
strengths, specific activities, substrate concentrations, 
and activating ion ratios, besides differing in response 
to exposure to trypsin and various aldehydes. Differences 
were also apparent in the Michaelis constants and in the 
molecular weights of the two enzymes. These results indi­
cated that there were two adenosine phosphate hydrolyzing 
enzymes present in the cell fractions, an adenosine triphos­
phatase and an adenosine diphosphatase. The latter enzyme 
has not been reported in bacteria, although recently Neu 
(1967) reported a 5'-nucleotidase in the "periplasmic space" 
of Escherichia coli, which possessed some of the character­
istics of the diphosphatase. It has also been suggested 
that the hydrolysis of ADP by cell fractions of Gytophaga 
(Drapeua and MacLeod, 1963), Pseudomonas (Drapeau and 
MacLeod, 1963), and B. megaterium (Weibull, Greenawalt and 
Low, 1961), might be due to another enzyme being present. 
However, the reported characteristics of the enzymes hydro­
lyzing ADP in both procaryotic and eucaryotic organisms are 
different from those of the adenosine diphosphatase of 
Vitreoscilla UM3*
Because Vitreoscilla UM3 demonstrated such an over­
whelming activity for the hydrolysis of ADP over ATP as is
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shown in Figure 1 and again in Tables 1, and 5» it was 
of interest to examine not only other Vitreoscilla species 
to see if such an adenosine diphosphatase was typical of 
this genus, but also bacteria representative of the other 
major gliding types (Table ^).
All Vitreoscilla strains showed the same high 
hydrolytic activity for adenosine diphosphate. It is quite 
interesting that when all the bacteria were tested under the 
standard reaction conditions the Vitreoscilla strains did 
not show significant amounts of alkaline phosphatase, 
nucleotide phosphats.se, or pyrophosphatase activity as 
would, be evidenced by hydrolysis of pNPP, AMP, and PP, 
respectively. This, however, cannot be taken as evidence 
that these enzymes are not present in the cell but only that 
under the conditions defined in the experimental methods, 
these enzymes were not active in hydrolyzing any of the 
above substrates.
It may be said, then, that the Vitreoscilla strains 
examined in this study possess very similar patterns with 
respect to both the hydrolysis of the phosphoryl compounds 
discussed., and to the approximate activities of each enzyme 
in the particular cell fractions.
Cytophaga johnsonli, although resembling the 
Vitreoscilla strains with respect to the greater hydrolysis 
of ADP, shox^ed many distinct differences with respect to 
its phosphatase pattern. The amount of inorganic phosphate 
hydrolyzed was usually higher for all fractions and substrates
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than in the Vitreoscilla. The loss of phosphatase activity 
In the bound and soluble fractions as compared to the whole 
cell fraction has not been experimentally explained. It is 
believed that the enzymes are in some way dependent upon 
cellular integrity and that the disruption of the cell by 
exposure to alien osmotic pressures destroyed the enzymes.
The presence of other phosphatase enzymes in the 
whole cell fraction makes it all but impossible to state that 
there is a specific adenosine diphosphatase present in this 
organism. The fact that the soluble fraction shows a selec­
tive activity for ADP and PP probably indicates that such an 
enzyme does not exist.
The ilvxococcus R-100 strain shows a much different 
pattern than the Cytoohaga and other organisms. The whole 
cell fraction shows particularly high pyrophosphatase acti­
vity; however, as in the Gytophaga. the enzyme was lost in 
the preparation of the cell fractions.
The Flexlbacter is the only organism that does not 
possess any specificity for the hydrolysis of ADP. It seems 
to have a non-specific phosphatase as the ratio of inorganic 
phosphate hydrolysis of ATP, ADP, and AMP was 3:2:1, 
respectively, in the whole cells. A similar ratio of 3;2:1 
was found when E. coll B/r3 whole cells were tested.
Because a non-specific nucleotidase has been reported 
for E. coll (Neu and Heppel, 1965; Neu, 1967) these results 
were expected.
Besides possessing a nucleotidase similar to that
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of E. coll. the enzymes in the Flexlbaotep also resemble the 
enzymes of Gytophaga .lohnsonll. The main difference is the 
lower ATP hydrolysis in the whole cell fractions. Both 
organisms possess remarkably similar hydrolysis patterns for 
ADP, AMP, PP, and pNPP in the whole cells.
It would appear, then, from this preliminary investi­
gation that the phosphatase pattern can yield information 
concerning the classification of gliding bacteria into 
generic groupings. However, the actual value of using phos­
phatase patterns in taxonomy can only be determined by 
examining more strains. The phosphatase patterns for the 
three Vitreoscilla cell fractions indicate that this genus 
possesses a different phosphatase arrangement than the other 
three gliding types and the non-glider, E. coll. Separation 
of the pigmented gliders into separate groupings is at this 
point difficult, but if whole cell phosphate hydrolysis is 
primarily considered, then distinct differences can be seen 
between the Myxococcus strain and the other two gliders. 
Separation of the Flexlbacter and Gytophaga organisms is all 
but impossible. This might be expected because of the great 
degree of similarity in the organisms* characteristics. The 
principal difference In the two genera, as indicated by 
Soriano and Lewln (1965)» is that the genus Cytophaga should 
be reserved for those gliding, pigmented organisms which are 
cellulolytlc and the genus B'lexlbacter reserved for those not 
capable of digesting cellulose. These authors recognized, 
however, that more than one character difference should be
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utilized in distinguishing between these two bacteria if they 
are truly different. The phosphatase pattern might have pro­
vided a means for further separating these organisms but it 
appears, as these results indicate, that there is a close 
phosphatase similarity between the two organisms. Lautrop 
(1965) Indicated that one might classify gliding organisms 
on the basis of their form of gliding movement. The data 
shown here would Indicate that they may equally be separated 
on the basis of their phosphatase pattern, in not only the 
disrupted cell fractions, but also in the intact whole cell 
fraction.
Ultrastructural analysis of the bacteria utilized 
in this investigation has revealed two morphological types. 
The pigmented flexing bacteria, the Myxococcus. the 
Flexlbacter and the Gytophaga. all appear long, slender, 
and are not generally found in trichomes. The non-flexing 
bacteria, the Vitreoscilla. are more barrel-shaped and are 
usually found in trichomes. The pigmented gliders also 
appear to have more numerous, longer, and stringier blebs 
(Figure 22) than the Vitreoscilla strains. This sort of 
distinction, however, is not suitable as a classification 
character because the surface morphologies of these 
organisms depend on too many variables.
Soriano and Lewin (1965) group the Vitreoscilla. 
the Cytophaga. and the Flexlbacter under the same family, 
the Cytophagaceae. The data presented in this study would 
indicate that the Cytophaga and Flexlbacter are more
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closely aligned with the Myxococcus than with the Vltreo- 
scllla. As has been pointed out previously (Hageage, 1963; 
Soriano and Lewin, 1965). further taxonomic evaluation of 
these gliding bacteria is necessary, taking into considera­
tion the increasing amount of data available in recent years.
Because glutaraldehyde had been previously reported 
as being an acceptable fixative for electron histochemistry 
(Holt and Hicks, 1962; Sabatini, Bensch, and Barrnett, 1963), 
it was decided to utilize this fixative in localizing the 
adenosine triphosphatase of Vltreoscllla UM3.
The first method used was a slight modification of 
that employed by Voelz (196 -^) with the reaction mixture 
adapted to the optimal conditions for the enzyme as had been 
previously established by in vitro experimentation. The 
lead granules showed a tendency to coalesce, that is, they 
clumped and formed small spherical granules of varying dia­
meters. The granules obviously did not represent the true 
site of the enzyme as it was apparent that considerable 
migration of the lead had to occur to form these round 
granules. In addition to this unsatisfactory condition, 
the procedure contained so many centrifugations and washes 
that no activity was observed at the periphery of the cell. 
Therefore, this technique was not applicable in this 
bacterium.
The second procedure was adapted after several trials 
involving alterations of the pH and in the number of washes. 
The technique has the similar disadvantage of the first of
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being very inhibitory to the cellular enzymes, as only a 
very low percentage of cells in the embedment contained any 
lead phosphate precipitates. In addition, the fixation seen 
in the electron micrographs (Figures 28 to 35) is far from 
ideal. The procedure did, however, closely approximate the 
situation which had been observed with the in vitro locali­
zation carried out by the physical separation of the cell 
into bound and soluble fractions.
Because of the inhibitory effects of the histochem- 
ical procedure on the enzyme activity, a study of the effect 
of various aldehyde fixatives on the whole cell adenosine 
phosphatases was initiated. Different aldehyde fixatives 
were investigated because each particular aldehyde causes 
a different degree of enzyme inhibition due to its specific 
chemical arrangement. Certain aldehydes, such as glutar- 
aldehyde, possess two carbonyl groups per molecule and are 
therefore capable of forming cross-links between active 
hydrogen, amino, or lmino groups in the same or different 
proteins. The reactivity of aldehydes with double bonds or 
lactone rings will be affected by the position these struc­
tures have in relation to the carbonyl grotip. Also, small 
molecules are capable of penetrating cells faster than large 
ones.
The exposure of the Vltreoscllla UM3 whole cell 
adenosine phosphatase to the various aldehydes revealed 
that glutaraldehyde, which had been employed in the histo- 
chemical procedure, was very inhibitory for both ATP and
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ADP hydrolysis. The more satisfactory aldehydes from the 
enzymatic standpoint were those that were less inhibitory, 
such as glycidaldehyde and crotonaldehyde for ATP hydro­
lysis and acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde, and glycidaldehyde 
for ADP hydrolysis. These would be the fixatives of choice 
in a cytochemical localization of these two enzymes.
In much of the eucaryotic histochemistry reported 
in the literature, the aldehyde concentrations were 2.0 
percent or higher, reaching concentrations of 8 and 10 per­
cent in some cases. Significantly, it should be pointed 
out that with the Vltreoscllla whole cells when the concen­
tration of almost all the aldehydes reached 2.0 percent most 
of the enzymatic activity had been Inhibited. It is obvious 
that the enzymes of this bacterium are more sensitive to 
aldehyde fixatives necessitating either the utilization of 
lower concentrations (causing fixation problems) or the 
inclusion of protective agents with the aldehydes which would 
reduce the amount of inhibition. Sucrose was employed for 
such a reason as it maintains the integrity of the enzyme's 
active sites by increasing the osmolarity (active osmotic 
concentration) within the aldehyde-fixed, osmotically- 
sensitive cell. This agent at the concentration of 8.0$ 
did successfully protect the adenosine phosphatases from 
the inhibitory aldehydes.
When improved enzyme preservations are developed it 
will be easier to resolve the precise in situ localization 
of the adenosine triphosphatase in this gliding bacterium.
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The energy contained in the adenosine triphosphate 
molecule has been shown to be associated with muscle contrac­
tion (Weber, 1955; Levy and Koshland, 1959; Poglazov, 1966), 
amoeboid movement (Wolpert, 1965)1 ciliate locomotion (Newton 
and Kerridge, 1965), and procaryotic flagellar contractions 
(deRobertis and Peluffo, 1951)* It is because of the firmly 
established relationship between this high energy compound 
and all motile systems that the characteristics and localiza­
tion of the adenosine triphosphatase and adenosine dlphos- 
phatase were examined.
Both adenosine triphosphate and diphosphate contain 
the high energy phosphate bonds which can release approxi­
mately -7 to -8 kcal free energy on hydrolysis (Neilands and 
Stumpf, 1958)o That this energy can theoretically power 
bacterial cell functions has been discussed for membrane 
transport (Kepes and Cohen, 1962), and for flagellar loco­
motion. Morowltz (1953) has calculated that about 150 high 
energy phosphate bonds hydrolyzed per second would drive a 
monopolar flagellated organism. It is logical to assume such 
exergonic energy can also prime the mechanisms of gliding.
The mechanism for coupling the energy contained in 
these compounds to the necessary contractile proteins is 
largely unknown. Poglazov (1966) discussed the possibility 
that the energy contained in the phosphate bonds is trans­
ferred to the purine ring via electron transfer and then 
through the amino group at the six position to the contrac­
tile protein molecule, myosin. Myosin contains the
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sulfhydril groups which closely bind the ATP molecule to 
this active site of electron transfer. Such explanations 
leave much to speculation but the results of several inves­
tigators indicate this hypothesis may be close to reality.
Sulfhydril inhibition by the utilization of p- 
chloromercuribenzoate has been observed to inhibit gliding 
motility of the blue-green alga, Osclllatorla and the diatom, 
Nitzschia (Abe, 1963). As pointed out by Hageage (1963), 
this Inhibition may be due to a blocking of critical cell 
functions and not simply an inhibition of a contractile 
process. In preliminary experiments not reported in the 
Results, attempts to grow Vitreoscllla UM3 in the presence 
of 10"3 M and 10"-5 M concentrations of p-hydroxymercuriben- 
zoate (formerly called p-chloromercurlbenzoate by the Sigma 
Chemical Company) have failed. The inhibition is apparently 
too general, blocking other critical sulfhydril groups 
thereby preventing cell division and growth as indicated by 
no increase in the culture density when pHMB is included.
Another agent that has been investigated for its 
effect on gliding locomotion is the proteolytic enzyme, 
trypsin. Hageage (1963) reported that treatment of the 
whole cells of Vitreoscllla strains by exposure to the 
enzyme completely inhibited their gliding motility. As has 
been reported in the Results, the trypsin denatured the 
adenosine diphosphatase of Vitreoscllla UM3 with a very 
few minutes exposure. The adenosine triphosphatase was 




one type of adenosine triphosphatase may be present In the 
cell or that Internal adenosine triphosphatases are protected 
from the action of the proteolytic enzyme. Any correlation 
between the inhibition of the adenosine phosphatases and the 
inhibition of gliding motility is difficult to establish. 
Because the postulated gliding mechanism involves a contrac­
tile protein it may be the destruction of this which is 
responsible for the loss of the energy transferring enzyme 
or perhaps the loss of both.
As previously indicated, the contractile theory is 
the best established hypothesis for the gliding mechanism. 
Costerton, Murray, and Robinow (1961) and Graf (1965) have 
recently offered theories involving contractions in the cell 
envelope. Graf described a tube of protein fibers sur­
rounding Sporocytophaga and Sphaerocytophaga as being 
responsible for the cell's flexing and gliding movements.
This author, along with others, has described rhapidosomes 
in preparations of cell fractions. Rhapidosomes have not 
been described in non-gliding bacteria, however, incomplete 
phage tails, which somewhat resemble these rod-like struc­
tures, have been reported in several non-gliding, gram 
negative bacteria such as B. coll (Bradley and Dewar, 1966).
The rhapidosome-like structures observed in prepara­
tions of Vitreoscllla UM3 cells (see Figures 1^ and 15) were 
nevei- visible in intact cells, which supports the results 
reported by Graf who believed these rods to be a condensa­
tion of the protein sheath after the death and disaggregation
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of the cell. It Is still unknown what relationship, if any, 
these structures have to gliding motility. Gorrell and 
Lewin (1964) biochemically demonstrated that these particles 
contain ribonucleic acid, thereby making Graf's theory that 
these were protein contractile units unlikely and providing 
more evidence that these particles are incomplete phage.
The cell wall of Vitreoscllla contains no significant 
amounts of nucleic acid (O'Leary, thesis, University of 
New Hampshire) so if these particles could be Isolated and 
nucleic acid demonstrated as has been shown for Saprosplra 
tGorrell and Lewin, 1964), any theory stating these originate 
from the cell wall would have to be disregarded.
The ultrastructure of Vitreoscllla strains is not 
unlike that of the typical gram negative bacterium. No 
organelles or complex membrane inclusions are observable (as 
is present in the flagellated bacterium Sprlrlllum serpens 
(hurray and Birch-Anderson, 1963)) which might contain the 
energy system to prime the contractile mechanism. The only 
apparent structures that might appear to take part in the 
motile process are the blebs of the outer membrane that out­
line the cells of all Vltreoscilla strains. If these highly 
plastic structures were coupled to a network of contractile 
units in the cell wall, this could conceivably cause regular 
wave formations along the surface of the cell. Evidence of 
such a layer in the Vitreoscllla has not been presented.
One of the strains examined showed a peculiar wavy structure 
running along the edge of the cell (Figure 21). Whether
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this is always present or is an artifact of preparation is 
difficult to ascertain.
The Myxococcus B-100 strain, upon disaggregation of 
the cell wall through autolysis, revealed a very interesting 
structural arrangement that was partially in evidence in the 
intact cell shown in Figure 23. This network could be 
responsible for the cell’s flexing and gliding locomotion and 
very likely could be the above mentioned protein layer under­
lying the lipopolysaccharlde seen adhering to the ends of the 
cell (Figure 23). No such layer has been seen in the Vltreo- 
soilla perhaps indicating that its gliding locomotion may be 
due to a different mechanism as was hinted at by Lautrop 
(1965).
Because procaryotic gliding involves an interaction 
with a solid substrate (Costerton, Murray, and Roblnow, I96I; 
Jarosch, 1962), a surface phenomenon is necessary. The 
external activity of the adenosine triphosphatase and the 
adenosine diphosphatase as shown in the whole cell fractions 
and in the cytochemlcal localization of the enzymes lends 
support to the possibility of a cell envelope-situated con­
tractile process primed by adenosine phosphates. Moreover, 
upon the addition of ATP and ADP to an agar culture of 
Vitreoscllla. the cells were observed to move at a faster 
rate than the control cultures. The correlation of the cell 
envelope site of the adenosine phosphatases, the necessity 
for a surface reaction, the effect of adding the high energy 
substrates to this cell surface, and the presence of
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structures capable of carrying out the necessary contrac­
tions, gives much support to the contractile theory of 
gliding locomotion. It is possible that either ADP or ATP 
(or perhaps both) acts as the energy source for this pro­
posed contractile process Involved in the gliding movement. 
This hypothesis is supported by the facts that each compound 
contains enough stored energy to prime such a process and 
that each causes an increase in the rate of gliding in 
Vitreoscllla UM3. If the energy released on hydrolysis of 
ADP is not channeled directly to the contractile process, 
then it is possible that it operates a coupling mechanism 
analogous to that previously described for the dephosphory­
lation of DTP,
The above discussion coupled with the data shown 
for the characteristics and location of the enzymes that 
hydrolyze these energy-containing compounds offer excellent 
opportunities to further investigate this locomotive pheno­
menon.
This study has also been one of the first to examine 
cytochemical methods for the phosphatase reaction in bacteria. 
It is hoped that the system developed for the localization 
of the enzyme reaction product, inorganic phosphate, and che 
highly significant data on the inhibitory effects of aldehyde 
fixatives on the phosphatase enzymes may provide the founda­
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